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MICHAEL 1. LANNING. CPM (PRES/DENT'dIREM.ORG. IS SENIOR VICE

PRESIDENT AND CITY LEADER FOR CUSHMAN & WAKEFIELD. AMO, IN
KANSAS CITY, MO.

AS THEY SAY, "WHEN IN ROME".. .or, as is the case for
the photo above, "when in Shanghai." While there recently
on IREM business-installing 15 new CPMs and speak-
ing at the Asian -Pacific Real Estate Forum-I donned the
whimsical red nose you see as part of a charity event for a lo-
cal school in an impoverished area. It's a great feeling when
my IREM duties also give me the opportunity to participate
in activities that go beyond our industry yet positively affect
others.

On the flip side, there are plenty of things taking place
outside the property management business that still affect
it, especially right now. The United States has entered into
a new era with the recent change of government adminis-
tration, and as with any transition of authority, there are
bound to be shifts in the way certain issues are approached.
But which ones, and what impact will they have on property
management and real estate? We asked some of our mem-
bers to weigh in on what kinds of changes they expect to see
in this new political landscape (P.10).

IREM as an association is also closely watching the new
administration to observe how it might alter the political is-
sues that are at the forefront of our legislative efforts. John
Salustri had the opportunity to discuss where IREM's focus
will be for the near future, and we share these insights with
you in this month's Personally Speaking (R44).

Then of course, if you'd like to learn more about my travels
to China-as well as those of 2016 President Chris Mellen-
turn to Global Practices on P.30. The property manage-
ment industry in China is facing a new landscape of its own,
with opportunities for growth that the members of China
Shanghai Chapter 118 are more than willing to exploit.
They show us that now is always the time to look forward,
recognize the potential for IREM and our industry, and act
upon it. It's as plain as the nose on my face.
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IS TURNING
BUILDINGS INTO
BUTLERS
iLL Real Views

Smart buildings and facility manage-
ment technologies are evolving rapid-
ly, catering to individual workers' needs and
becoming more affordable and mainstream.
Technologies such as those in use at The Edge
in Amsterdam, which houses Deloitte, act as
personal assistants or butlers for their tenants,
adjusting the lighting and temperature, playing
music and even tracking coffee preferences.
By offering personal workstation temperature
controls and other customizable features, a
company gives their employees greater control
over their environment, contributing to direct
productivity gains. Some facilities offer mobile
apl)lications for tasks such as scheduling con-
ference rooms, adjusting a room's temperature
or remotely ordering a drink from a building's
coffee shop. Larger campuses provide applica-
tions for navigating buildings or finding a par-
ticular space.

Capital Tower in Singapore has a smart
parking lot with real-time lot maps that help
drivers find empty spaces, as well as an in-
tegrated building control system that auto-
matically manages many building functions.
"In the past, companies and investors
focused mainly on the energy efficien-
cy advantages of smart buildings,"
said Maureen Ehrenberg, executive manag-
ing director at Jones Lang LaSalle. "Today,
they're beginning to see how mobile
apps, smart building technologies and
a holistic approach to occupant experi-
ence can have a measurable impact on
employee productivity, engagement and
satisfaction."

NEXT TRAIN: NEXT BUS:
1OMINS 6MINS

TRANSIT SCREEN

NE\VSFLASH BUZZ::

______ I LJ
NEAREST NEAREST

TAXI : 3 MINS BIKE: .4 MI

2 ,. 1_

_

PROPERTY MANAGERS
ALSO ARE ABLE TO

UPLOAD RELEVANT TRAVEL
ADVISORIES AND COMMUNITY
MESSAGES FOR DISPLAY ON

THE SCREENS.

DIGITAL TRANSIT DISPLAY
COULD BECOME A TOP
AMENITY FOR URBAN
PROPERTIES
Multifamily Executive, Devon

A software service that helps apartment residents plan their public trans-
l)ortation and ride -sharing commutes can be a simple but useful ameni-
ty that property management can provide to add value to a multifamily
housing community. TransitScreen, a software -as -a -service company, taps
into local transportation data, such as transit times for bus stops and sub-
ways and the availability of nearby Uhers, Zipcars and shared bikes. For
a monthly fee, the live data feed is displayed on a television monitor in an
apartment building's lobby. Property managers also are able to upload rel-
evant travel advisories and community messages for display on the screens.
According to co-founder Ryan Croft, TransitScreen addresses two rapidly
converging trends: urbanization and the urban mobility revolution. Mu-
lennials in particular are expressing a preference for living in walkable
cities with easy access to mass transit, ride -share and bike -share services.

VISIT www.transitscreen.com FOR MORE INFORMATION
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RISE OF THE GLASS
HOW MODERN CITIES ARE FORCING
SKYSCRAPERS TO EVOLVE
CNN. NicholsonCole :

f

"/:
//7'

TO COPE WITH THE PRESSURES OF GROWING
POPULATIONS, MASS -TRANSIT SYSTEMS, ENER-
GY REQUIREMENTS AND RISING LAND VALUES,
MORE AND MORE URBAN CITIZENS WILL NEED
TO GROW ACCUSTOMED TO LIVING AND WORK-
ING IN HIGH-RISE DEVELOPMENTS. However, tra-
ditional, glassy skyscrapers are notoriously inefficient. Glass
exteriors trap the sun's rays during summer and leak heat in
the winter, requiring year-round climate control. Dark in-
teriors necessitate bright lighting and workstation comput-
ers run constantly, draining massive amounts of electricity.
Modern skyscrapers use double skin facades, which feature
an outer skin of glass wrapping around the structure to let in
daylight while improving insulation. Energy -saving features
such as efficient lighting and energy -regenerating elevators
also are in use, and solar shading and openable windows re-
duce air conditioning loads.

In addition, the fast pace of technological innovation has
changed the way people use skyscrapers, with businesses
demanding large, open spaces; landscaped atriums; multi-
screen workstations; and support for employees working
from home who use video conferencing and virtual networks.
Another major trend is the mixed -use skyscraper in which
parking, dining, hotels, offices, residences and other prop -

GIANTS:

erty types and uses coalesce. ldcaily, these towers make the
best use of land and are economically resilient, with rental
income coming from a variety of sources.

Additionally, poor wireless connectivity is a growing fac-
tor in turnover of existing tenants in the commercial market.
Frustrated occupants whose staff members need to go outside
their building to reliably send and receive calls and e -mails
are much more likely to move on to another space. Among
the factors that contribute to poor wireless access from the
commercial carriers are a building's layout, construction ma-
terials, distance to the nearest wireless tower and surround-
ing terrain such as hills and even nearby buildings. In the
past, a building owner's only recourse was to pester wireless
carriers to erect a closer tower or make some other invest-
ment that the wireless provider likely viewed as the building
owner's l)lohlem. Today, howe\er, owners have options that
enable them to solve this problem in a way that enhances the
desirability and value of their properties. They range from
Distributed Antenna Systems (DAS), which are a network of
indoor antennas tied to one or more wireless carriers' net-
works providing voice and data services, to Small Cell +
Femtocell Networks, or series of active access points gener-
ally connected over low -voltage cabling within a building, to
create voice and data services for a single wireless carrier.

THESE TOWERS MAKE THE BEST USE OF LAND AND ARE ECONOMICALLY RESIUENT,
WITH RENTAL INCOME COMING FROM A VARIETY OF SOURCES.
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BUZZ

DOWNLOAD
ME

While driving on the U.S. Interstate,
your GPS helps get you to your final
destination. But maybe you want to
make some stops along the way (nature
calling, anyone?). iExit puts extra
information in your hands to help you
decide; it shows you what hotels, ame-
nities, rest stops and other businesses
are at the upcoming exit, and allows
you to search for businesses at the next
100 exits, too.

Available On: Android, lOS
Price: Free, with option for in -app

purchases

Bring your old
l)rinted snapshots into the digital
world with PhotoScan. The app makes
it incredibly easy to scan pictures using
your phone's camera, detecting edges
for effective cropping and rotating so
the image is always right -side -up. Best

of all, it eliminates the glare that often
occurs when creating digital files of
hard copy photos.

Available on: Android, lOS
Price: Free

MOST OF THESE
APPS ARE FREE TO

DOWNLOAD AND ARE
DESIGNED FOR MOST

MOBILE DEVICES

'these days, we're inundated with
news of all kinds from multiple digital
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BEST PRACTICES FOR
EFFICIENT WASHROOM
MAI NTENANCE
Buildings

It can be tricky for building managers to stay on top of faucet function and fre-

quent restroom cleaning. However, investing in smart measurement, monitoring
and inspection tools can make these tasks easier and conserve resources. Inspec-
tion and refill tools help busy property management staffers monitor washroom
supplies and cleanings without having to stop by in person. New smart dispensers
utilize embedded sensors to track and forecast when refills are needed, allowing
management to plan restroom maintenance more efficiently. Inspections can also
benefit from easy -to -use technology. One subscription service, for instance, logs
restroom checks, cleaning visits and repair tickets with a red or green indicator
that enables users to see whether a room has been serviced on schedule.

Meanwhile, submetering water use is a great way to understand a build-
ing's water consumption in general. However, it won't help you understand the
consumption patterns of individual restroom fixtures. The EPA recommends
submetering any system projected to use over 1,000 gallons a day or 100,000
gallons annually, including any alternative water sources such as graywater or
rainwater capture. At the same time, smaller buildings can benefit from positive
displacement meters, which maintain accuracy at low -flow rates while precisely
measuring peak flows.

"1 'H!, \' BUZZ::

In the real estate business, you learn
more about people, and you learn
more about community issues, you
learn more about life, you learn more
about the impact of government,
probably than any other profession
that I know of.
-JOHNNY ISAKSON, U.S. SENATOR

Politics is the art of the possible.
-OTTO VON BISMARCK

Divide and rule, a sound motto. Unite
and lead, a better one.

WOLFGANG VON GOETHE

Progress always involves risk. You
can't steal second base and keep your
foot on first.
-FREDERICK B. WILCOX

The slogans "hang on" and "press on"
have solved and will continue to solve
the problems of humanity.
-OGWO DAVID EMENIKE

Never doubt that a small group of
thoughtful, committed, citizens can
change the world. Indeed, it is the only
thing that ever has.
-MARGARET MEAD

The way I see it, if you want the
rainbow, you gotta put up with the
rain.
-DOLLY PARTON

It is amazing what you can accomplish
if you do not care who gets the credit.
-HARRY S. TRUMAN
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FOCUSING ON THE
GREEN IN THE NEW
POLITICAL
LAN DSCAPE

Our recent unprecedented U.S. presiden-
tial election has left us with a new political
landscape that is clearly shaping up to be
much different than most people anticipat-
ed. Unexpected players are joining the political

as a much divided America reacts to what
this new administration represents. Although cli-
mate change may be part of this contention, a ba-
sic concept of sustainability is rooted in reduction
of resource consumption-which also enhances
the bottom line and creates more value. It's worth
discussing how we can accomplish the same goals
with differing views. Vhilc the political scene
may look substantially different, the basic concept
of making more money is something we can all
agree on, regardless of the political party or pres-
ident in office.

For many years we have focused on the link
between greater energy performance and in-
creased environmental performance. Discussions
about climate change, carbon emissions, reduc-
tion of greenhouse gases and overall impact to
the planet are part of the mainstream conversa-
tion today. Now, however, we have a new chal-
lenge-addressing an administration that could
include many skeptics regarding man's impact on
climate change. Therefore, in this new landscape,
let's "show them the money." The facts are very
straightforward and unimpeachable: Reducing

resource consumption saves money. When you
save money on one front, it means you arc ,nakinc.

money on another. Our work towards building a
more sustainable future for our environment can
also be sold as building a stronger financial future
through various sustainability initiatives.

As IREM members and industry professionals,
we are the stewards of billions of dollars in real
estate assets. These assets continuously become
more profitable and valuable as we reduce the
costs to operate them. So nothing is really chang-
ing about how we go about the tasks that we have
previously been accomplishing; what is different is
the way in which we talk about our work to ensure
that we are appealing more to the profit motive in
the investment and ownership of real estate.

And who knows what opportunities will sur-
lace with this new political landscape? What we
do know is that real estate will survive, and it's
highly predictable that most buildings standing
today will still be here in four years. We must also
remain aware that it's not only in the U.S. where
there is a shifting political landscape. Whether the
expectations shift to the left, to the right or stay
where they are, making the business case with
bigger profits through building value in real es-
tate will always hit the target. You can't go wrong
being green when you're adding more green to the
bottom line. .

THE FACTS
ARE VERY
STRAIGHT-
FORWARD &
UN I MPEACHABLE:
REDUCING
RESOURCE
CONSUMPTION
SAVES MONEY.

JOHN KLEIN,
(JKLEIN8JDMGMT.
COM) IS THE

PRINCIPAL OF JDM
ASSOCIATES IN
FALLS CHURCH, VA.

MR. KLEIN IS
ALSO THE

AUTHOR OF
A PRACTICAL
GUIDE TO GREEN

REAL ESTATE
MANAGEMENT.

AVAILABLE AT

!REMBOOKS.ORG.
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WHAT WE DO
Rent Manager is proven software
for companies that manage all types of
properties. Ideal for portfolios of every
size, this program is your key to running

an effective and efficient business.

Inside our all -in -one solution, you'll find:

II
A powerful property

management database
that puts you in control

of your portfolio.

Marketing tools
to make sure
your units

stay occupied.

Complete accounting
that enables you to track

every aspect of your
business' finances.
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I
Mobile apps
that help you

keep your
business moving.

Work order management
so you can handle all
of your service issues

in one place.

II
Custom web design

and website integration,
-

ensuring that you're
attracting first-rate

tenantsonline.
'-:' '.assists
uu.s.
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.How are the new
president, the new
Congress, and
various economic
factors likely to
affect real estate in

A A general, and property
management in

- particular, in 2017?
According to most industry experts re -

S
cently contacted by the Journal of Prop-

erty Management, the overall picture is
fairly reassuring and certainly not cat-

A astrophic.
Nationwide, market observers note a

glut of Class A residential property but
fairly severe shortages of Class B, with
very little new product upcoming. A re-
cession could come in the next year or
two, but economic downturns have his-
torically helped multifamily real estate.
Finally, most observers hope that Presi-
dent Trump's business -friendly attitude
will spur economic growth.
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AN INTEREST IN INTEREST RATES
"The Federal Reserve is anticipat-
ing that some of Trump's policies will
bring higher inflation, which in turn
would cause the Fed to raise inter-
est rates," warned Mindy Gronbeck,
CPM, CRX, CSM, director of prop-
erty management at Hawkins Com-
panies in Boise, Idaho. "When interest
rates go up, cap rates increase, which
lowers the value of your property-but
historically, real estate values have in-
creased when interest rates are rising.
Leasing and development will be tied
to the cyclical nature of the economy.

"Tax reform and potential changes
in immigration policies may affect our
industry. The proposed immigration
and border platforms that we heard
about during the election could have a
huge impact on both commercial and
residential real estate. If these policies
go as far as Trump said they might
during the campaign, we could see va-
cancy rates increase in residential real
estate and business owners struggling
to find good workers at a decent wage."

On the residential side, Gronbeck
noted tax reform might lead to chang-
es in the mortgage interest deduction,
reduction of property taxes and cut-
ting exemptions on capital gains from
the sale of a home. On the commercial
side, the issues that IREM continues to
watch include carried interest and 1031
like -kind exchanges.

"Since Trump is a real estate tycoon

himself, I'm optimistic that any tax reform will be favorable to the real estate
world," she said. "I hope our economy continues to grow and strengthen over the
next year, but our economy has always been cyclical, so I anticipate another reces-

sion in one to three years."
This, Gronbeck observed, shouldn't be a problem for smart property managers,

since demand for rental housing rises during a recession and rental properties don't
sell as often (thus, they require long-term management). However, both commer-
cial and residential tenants become more problematic as their personal income
takes a hit.

"Many times," she concluded, "an owner doesn't want to handle the issues that
come along with a recession and would prefer to pay a professional to manage the
asset."

HOPING FOR LESS OF THE RIGHT THINGS
Chip Watts, CCIM, CPM, president of Birmingham, Ala. -based Watts Realty
Co., AMO, said he hopes to see a reduction of lawsuits related to the Americans
with Disabilities Act (ADA) under the Trump administration, and perhaps less
regulation within the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD). In
general, he expects Trump to be pro -business.

"We've already seen the potential for what the real estate market could do in a
Trump administration, especially since we saw the stock market fluctuate after the
election," he commented. "I'm cautiously optimistic that the real estate market,
especially the commercial side, will continue to rise. A change in tax rates could
influence businesses positively and free up some cash to either purchase or expand
interests in those businesses."

Although interest rates are projected to rise, Watts said, reduced taxes could
reduce the impact of higher interest rates on business growth.

"We may also see a reduction in regulatory investigations, as I believe Trump
will look to relax or reduce some regulatory burdens throughout our government
structure," Watts added. "I hope this means a reduction in the 'drive -by' ADA
lawsuits that have been plaguing the property management industry for years."

He also noted, "HUD is one of the most regulated government entities we have.
Reduced regulation may reduce the barriers for some developers and property man-
agers to enter HUD programs, and may increase competition for HUD dollars. Bar-
riers to entry are currently high, especially for property managers and developers
new to HUD, because one of HUD's regulatory requirements is that your company
must have previously worked with HUD before HUD does business with you."

SINCE TRUMP IS A REAL ESTATE TYCOON HIMSELF,
I'M OPTIMISTIC THAT ANY TAX REFORM WILL BE
FAVORABLE TO THE REAL ESTATE WORLD. I HOPE OUR
ECONOMY CONTINUES TO GROW AND STRENGTHEN OVER
THE NEXT YEAR, BUT OUR ECONOMY HAS ALWAYS BEEN
CYCLICAL, SO I ANTICIPATE ANOTHER RECESSION IN ONE
TO THREE YEARS. -MINDY GRONBECK, CPM, CRX, CSM

DIRECTOR OF PROPERTY MANAGEMENT, HAWKINS COMPANIES
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OPTIMISTIC
THAT THE REAL
ESTATE MARKET,
ESPECIALLY THE
COMMERCIAL SIDE,
WILL CONTINUE TO
RISE. A CHANGE
IN TAX RATES
COULD INFLUENCE
BUSINESSES
POSITIVELY AND
FREE UP SOME
CASH TO EITHER
PURCHASE
OR EXPAND
INTERESTS
IN THOSE
BUSINESSES.
-CHIP WATTS, CPM, CCIM
PRESIDENTOF WATTS
REALTY COMPANY, INC., AM

Foreign policy might be the wild
card, Watts pointed out. Trump could
make significant changes in American
foreign policy, which could affect for-
eign investment in the U.S.

"Overall," he concluded, "it seems
that Trump's election has had a posi-
tive impact in the business world. In -

.4

vestors are excited to see what Trump can do with our nation from a business
perspective. On the other hand, long-standing social policies may falter and be
modified, and HUD will be the most impacted government entity with Trump's
election. It's widely believed that Trump's newly -appointed Secretary of HUD,
Dr. Ben Carson, can buffer Trump's abrasiveness and edgy policy changes. Dr.
Carson has already been reviewing HUD's role in discriminatory housing prac-
tices and is very thoughtful and reflective while considering the impact of any rule
change holistically."
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.4
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WE HOPE TO SEE ACTION ON PERMANENT FLOOD
INSURANCE, REGULATORY REFORM OF GOVERNMENT -
SPONSORED ENTERPRISES, CARRIED INTEREST AS
ORDINARY INCOME AND LONG-TERM CAPITAL GAINS.
THESE ARE ISSUES THAT IREM MEMBERS HAVE TAKEN
TO CAPITOL HILL FOR MORE THAN A DECADE.

-CLARK F. LINDSTROM, JR., CPM
REGIONAL PROPERTY MANAGER.
THE PETERSON COMPANIES

THE PROSPECT OF BOLD CHOICES WISE WORDS FROM AN ELDER

Norman Radow, CEO of Atlan-
ta -based RADCO, observed that the
markets had dramatically diverse re-
actions to the election, with market
futures plummeting at first, then sky-
rocketing a couple of days later. Interest
rates might go up, he said, but they'll
stay below cap rates, maintaining a
positive arbitrage.

"In our business, Class B residential,
no new supply is being delivered at all,"
he said. "Household formation contin-
ues to grow, and the average millennial
salary nationwide is $35,000. That's
my tenant. My average rent is $900.
The fundamentals of our particular
business are very strong. The new ad-
ministration could raise interest rates,
could create more jobs, or could create
a recession: Nobody knows. We're just
conjecturing.

"Interest rates have inched back
down, and spreads have come down.
Our cost of capital has only risen about
20 basis points. Trump is a real estate
guy; his prejudices will be good for our
industry. Everyone he's appointed to his
cabinet is a doer-not one bureaucrat,
technocrat or professional politician. I
hope these appointments will try to do
bold, big things, from a pro -business
perspective."

Clark E Lindstrom,Jr., CPM, regional property manager for The Peterson Com-
panies in Wichita, Kan., said he likes the epigram coined by Pliny the Elder: "The
only certainty is uncertainty." Trump and many of his Cabinet -level appointees
have never held elective office, he noted, so there's little indication of how they'll
approach their new jobs.

"It's too early to prognosticate what impact this new administration will have
on our industry or the broader economy," Lindstrom noted. "Campaign rhetoric
promised tax and financial regulatory revisions, infrastructure investment, policy
changes to energy, border and cyber security, and immigration reform. Normally,
actions speak louder than words-but not necessarily in politics. We hope to see
action on permanent flood insurance, regulatory reform of government -sponsored
enterprises, carried interest as ordinary income and long-term capital gains. These
are issues that IREM members have taken to Capitol Hill for more than a decade."

Current real estate fundamentals are based on more solid foundations than eight
years ago, Lindstrom asserted. Barring unexpected outside events, such as terrorist
attacks, the economic engine and the real estate industry should do reasonably well.

ADJUSTING TO CHANGES IN DEMAND
Some markets, nonetheless, are currently saturated with Class A property. Ken
Riggs, president of Situs RERC, a research firm based in Waverly, Iowa, noted
that in the fourth quarter of 2016, more than 50,000 new luxury units were rented
by tenants, six times the number for the same period in 2015. However, demand
was overwhelmed by the 88,000 units completed during that same quarter.

"The luxury apartment market is certainly cooling off," he said. "Rising interest
rates and the new presidential administration will play a significant role in deter-
mining when the downturn occurs."

"There's always opportunity, in any market," concluded agent Blair Myers,
whose territory is "Middle Georgia," around Atlanta. "You just have to be looking
ahead. Some people got out of the business when the last recession hit, and some of

us got in. I looked around and asked, 'what's selling?' and the answer was 'foreclo-
sures.' That was an opportunity that many people didn't see. You always have to
ask yourself, 'How is this going to change that?"

JOSEPH DOBRIAN IS A CONTRIBUTING WRITER FOR JPM®. IF YOU HAVE QUESTIONS REGARDING THIS ARTICLE OR YOU ARE AN IREM
MEMBER INTERESTED IN WRITING FOR JPM, PLEASE E-MAIL MARIANA TOSCAS AT MTOSCASØ!REM.ORG.
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I've never been much of a gambler, but

that's not stoppcd me from trying. I man-
age to come painfully close to winning and that's
still losing after all. Admittedly, I do take pride
in outsmarting economists when it comes to our
business but have also found them to be mostly
unsuccessful in their predictions. Even still, they
hold a special place in my heart (somewhere next
to the weatherman and the guy who predicted the
Y2K bug). Last November, many political pundits
also joined these ranks after failing to successful-
ly predict the political upset of a lifetime in the
heavyweight battle of Trump versus Clinton.

And now, we're here again; wondering just what
the next four years of a Trump presidency have in
store for us. Fortunately, the markets have settled
from the initial Election Day shock that wreaked
havoc for investors. Since then, "the Donald" has
put together a panel of military, business, tech
and financial all-stars that somewhat resembles
his days from the hit "Apprentice" TV show. But
it's not all fun and games, and we know that with
a Republican -controlled Oval Office, Senate and

THE
NEXT 4
YEARS:
WHAT'S IN
STORE?

House, there is likely to be significant tax reform.
We also know that there is apt to be an increased
focus or emphasis on deregulating everything
from the EPA to the lending constraints imposed
by Dodd Frank. Personal opinions aside, neither
of these concepts would have a negative impact
on the commercial real estate market. On a side
note, I can't be the only one who feels flattered
that it takes a brain surgeon with a doctorate to
run HUD. Sort of a testament to the issues we face
and the decisions we make on a daily basis in the
residential sector.

What looks to be one of the more exciting or en-
couraging aspects of the new administration is the
renewed focus on real estate and specifically the
affordability factor in the multifamily residential
market. From the LIHTC program, to reform
of the Section 8 Housing Choice voucher pro-
gram, to the talks of a new Middle Income Tax
Credit housing program, housing is a major con-
cern for the new administration and Americans
alike. Maybe, just maybe, a real estate guy will get
it right.
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Some multifamily property owners and managers
dread the prospect of working with a mentally ill or
mentally disabled tenant, particularly if it looks like
situations involving violence could arise.

However, managers and other experts around the country agree that working with
these tenants is usually more rewarding than otherwise. Disturbances, altercations
and arrests can usually be avoided, and a manager who works with mentally ill or
disabled tenants can develop goodwill and a positive reputation throughout the
community.

In general, if you have tenants with mental challenges, keep these rules in mind:
 Don't try too hard to solve the problem yourself.
 Coordinate as soon as possible with the tenant's family and caseworker.
 Acquaint yourself with someone on your local police force who has had relevant

crisis intervention training.

Joseph W. DeCarlo, CCIM, CPM, CRE, managing partner of JD Property
Management in Costa Mesa, Calif., explained that his experiences with his autistic
son gave him a particular interest in tenants who have various challenges, both
mental and physical.

"You don't go looking for that sort of tenant; you don't have to," he said. "We
manage properties for the local mental health association, which has bought prop-
erties and rents them out to people with mental health issues, because they had
had problems with landlords who were reluctant to rent to people with mental
disabilities."

Thus, many of the properties DeCarlo manages are entirely occupied by people
with mental disabilities. DeCarlo said the most important piece of advice he has
for property managers in similar situations is to remember that they're not psychi-
atrists or psychologists.

"You shouldn't try to solve a tenant's problems," he said. "Usually there's a doc-
tor or caseworker you can go to. We had a tenant one time who called us and said,
'I need a whole new sink and stove tomorrow, or I'm going to commit suicide.' Our
first call was to the caseworker, who was able to defuse the situation. You have to
be very sensitive and do everything the correct way."

Dc Carlo said he works with the Dayle McIntosh Center for the Disabled (DMC),
an independent living center based in Anaheim, Calif. He advises managers and
developers to seek similar organizations, and work with them to get grants for im-
provements on the property that will accommodate people with various physical
and mental disabilities.

"Independent living is very important to these people, and our work with the

federal Department of Housing and
Urban Development on Section 8 hous-
ing has been very productive," he said.
"It's a good idea to ally yourself with
organizations like McIntosh, because
they have the resources and expertise.
You'll find similar centers all over the
country."

As for working with tenants who you
fear might become violent, or with sit-
uations that you fear might escalate,
DeCarlo said it's sometimes necessary
to involve the police, but a manager
can often work with the police to avoid
having the tenant arrested and jailed.
It's usually not effective to try to evict a
tenant because you fear he might be vi-
olent, and you can get yourself in trou-
ble by accusing a tenant of something
you can't prove, such as spousal abuse.
Instead of looking for ways to get rid
of tenants with mental issues, DeCarlo
urges managers to work with them.

"It helps us as a management compa-
ny if we can do good things for people,"
he said. "We accentuate the positive;
the tenant's relatives and friends are
happy when they see that we've helped
to get this person his own place."

Another organization worth know-
ing is the National Alliance on Mental
Illness (NAMI), a grass -roots organiza-
tion that offers education and advocacy
programs through chapters all over the
country. NAMI works with law en-
forcement officers to provide crisis in-
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tervention training (CIT) that can help While they may not be more violent than others, attending to people with men -
police deal with mentally ill people by tal illnesses under potentially tense circumstances might necessitate a different ap-
using a minimum of force, and in ways proach. "De-escalation, when a mentally ill tenant is upset, will require a lot of
that won't damage their lives going for- listening, asking questions and empathy,"Jensen said. To help property managers
ward. develop strategies for abating such agitation, she recommends a book by Xavier

Amador, JAm J'Iot SickAnd IDon'tlsfeed Help: How To Help Someone With Mental illness
Accept Treatment.________________________

Jessica Peckover, jail alternatives coordinator at the Johnson County (Iowa)
Lisa Jensen, executive director of Sheriff's Office, urges property managers to learn about "housing first" programs,
NAMI San Antonio (Texas), urg- which focus on putting homeless people directly into independent housing rather
es property managers to know what than using the traditional step-by-step method that involves transitional housing.
mental health resources are available She also advises them to see if their community has a mobile crisis organization
in their community. If the police have of some kind. In Johnson and several nearby counties in Iowa, an organization
to be called to handle an obstreperous called Foundation 2 provides a service called Mobile Crisis Outreach, intended for
tenant, the manager should request a situations where clients would benefit more from a face-to-face meeting than from
CIT-trained officer, who might take a call to the Foundation 2 crisis hotline. Those situations could include checking
the tenant to a hospital rather than to on an individual's safety or well-being, defusing an emotional crisis, dealing with a
jail if the tenant needs to be held. She family crisis or situation involving more than one person, or assessing an individu-
added that NAMI publishes many ar- al in danger of attempting suicide.
tides online that discuss working with "If you need to involve law enforcement," Peckover said, "ask for the crisis in -
mental illnesses and crisis intervention. tervention team or a CIT-trained officer. You want to keep the tenant stable in the

"Regardless of where your properties home. Be aware of who the tenant's support people are, such as caseworkers and
are, you need Engage them before you engage law to
health resources available in your com- differentiate between dangerous behavior and behavior that's just eccentric."
munity," she said. "Know where the Peckover noted that many communities have a program similar to the Johnson
resources are. It's important to under- County Jail Alternatives Program, whose mission is to provide an opportunity for
stand that one in five people has a men- treatment services to individuals with mental health or substance abuse disorders
tal health diagnosis. It's a myth that who have come into contact with the criminal justice system. The program con -
mentally ill people are more violent. nects individuals to community -based treatment, perhaps reducing their involve -
Statistically, they're no more so than ment in the criminal justice system. It can help with mental health and substance
people without mental illness. Howev- abuse services, medication assistance, crisis intervention and vocational rehabili-
er, they're three times as likely to be a tation.
victim of a crime, because they tend to
have poor social skills. They're likely to
be taken advantage of." Lynn Dover is a partner in the fair housing practice group of the Kimball, Tirey

& St.John law firm in San Diego, Calif. She has written extensively on the subject
of working with mentally ill tenants and said the law hasn't changed much over the

Acommon mistake past few years. The most important point for property managers to keep in mind,

rnanaers make is she added, is that eviction is usually not the best solution and should be used only

not recognizing there
as a last resort.

"A common mistake managers make," she said, "is not recognizing there may

may be a mental be a mental disability under the eccentric behavior. Look for red flags, such as a

disability under the tenant who's making claims so outlandish that they couldn't possibly be true, such

eccentric Denavior.
as rays from outer space coming through the TV or neighbors bugging their apart -
ment. The knee-jerk response may be to serve formal legal notice, but that's not the

-LYNN DOVER appropriate response. While you're not expected to diagnose a tenant who's exhib-
KIMBALL, TIREY & ST. JOHN iting strange behavior, you should contact an attorney who is knowledgeable in fair

housing law before serving any notices on the tenant. The focus should generally
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If the tenant can't or won't address the request must often be honored.
problem, it might be necessary to ask the "An example might be that the resi-

tenant to leave. If that happens, an outside dent is now on medication that controls

party should be responsible for finding his behavior and is providing assuranc-
es that he will be monitored to make

alternative housing. sure he continues taking his medica-
tion," she explained. "Under such cir-
cumstances, holding off on the eviction

be on trying to accommodate the tenant by giving extra chances to comply with or dismissal of the eviction might be
the lease, rather than on getting the tenant off the property. Ifyou don't handle the deemed a reasonable accommodation."
situation correctly, you can end up with fair housing liability." Refusing to rent to a tenant because

Fair housing advocates and enforcing agencies generally take the position that of an established or perceived men -
before a mentally disabled resident can be evicted, the landlord must try to ac- tal disability can be tricky too, Dover
commodate the tenant's disability. Such accommodations might start by having warns. A background check won't usu-
a meeting with the tenant to express concerns and ask what management might ally tell whether a prospective tenant
do to help the tenant comply with lease terms and property rules. It's important was institutionalized in a mental facil-
to connect with family members or other emergency contacts whenever possible, ity, and in any case, that isn't a valid
but be careful not to reveal confidential information about the tenant. Social ser- basis for refusing to rent. She noted
vice agencies can be helpful too, although they're rarely able to make the tenant that landlords sometimes will only run
get help. checks on credit, criminal records and

Dover advises managers to write warning letters over and above the number rental history, but will shy away from
of warnings a manager would ordinarily give to a non -disabled tenant, offering checking with prior landlords for be -
additional opportunities to modify the tenant's behavior. Each step, it goes without havior issues. This, she said, is a mis-
saying, should be documented as to time and date, who was involved, the discus- take, since a consistent history of vio-
sion and the result-the goal being to keep a paper trail for protection against fair lations could be grounds for refusal to
housing complaints, rent, whether the tenant is mentally ill

Dover noted that in California, at least, if a tenant is renting month -to -month or or not.
has a lease that's about to expire, the landlord usually doesn't have to give a reason "Felons are an entirely different
to terminate unless the unit is rent -controlled. However, termination won't prevent subject," she said. "HUD recently is -

the tenant from filing a fair housing claim with HUD and with state agencies. sued guidance on the use of criminal
background checks and has stated that
using criminal history to deny tenancy

Managers will sometimes have to work with elderly tenants who are devel. can have a discriminatory effect based
oping dementia. These tenants will usually have family or friends to look after on race.
them, but not always. Sometimes they'll fall behind on the rent out of forget- "There is one safe harbor for the
fulness and sometimes they'll present a safety hazard-for example, they may property owner: if there's a conviction
be prone to leaving burners on. An owner may be inclined to let such behav- for making or selling controlled
ior slide because the tenant has been in the unit for a long time and has almost substances. The guidance states
become family. That's understandable, but it's a mistake. If the tenant can't or landlords must make an individualized
won't address the problem, it might be necessary to ask the tenant to leave. If that assessment that takes into consideration
happens, an outside party should be responsible for finding alternative housing. the nature and seriousness of the crime,

The owner or manager isn't obliged to accommodate if the tenant presents a how old the applicant was at the time
clear, direct threat to the health and safety of other residents or the property-such of the conviction and mitigating factors
as threatening people with a weapon or starting fires. However, Dover noted, if such as what they've done since the
the manager receives a request to accommodate during the eviction process, that conviction." .

JOSEPH DOBRIAN IS A CONTRIBUTING WRITER FOR JPM'. IF YOU HAVE QUESTIONS REGARDING THIS ARTICLE OR YOU ARE AN IREM
MEMBER INTERESTED IN WRITING FOR JPA1, PLEASE E-MAIL MARIANA TOSCAS AT MTOSCASIREM.ORG.
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IN TODAY'S
BUSINESS
WORLD
BY DR. DEBBIE PHILLIPS, CPM

NETWORKING IS HARDLY A NEW CONCEPT.
The practice has been around since the industrial revolution
when businesses recognized the need-and the benefit-of
collaborating and trusting a wider range of people. Today,
people leverage networking to introduce one another 'to a
wide variety of new opportunities, including best practices,
clients, contracts, jobs and career advancement.

Networking as we know it today can be formal and infor-
mal; it can take place over a short time span or continue for a
lifetime. Networking can be viewed by some as purely trans-
actional and by others as transformational. To that point,
bestselling author Keith Ferrazzi shares in the recently ex-
panded book JVever Eat Alone Expanded and Updated: And Other

Secrets to Success, One Relationship at a Time how he developed
a network of relationships that stretched from Washington's
corridors of power brokers to Hollywood's A -List celebrities.
His successful networking helped Ferrazzi earn a spot on
Grain's 40 under 40 and recognition as a global leader by the
Davos World Economic Forum.

It also is important to note that people who make network-
ing a top priority and strive to learn more about the "art of
networking" run the gamut from the shy introvert to the out-
going extrovert. Even Type A super -achiever personalities-
who have experienced the adrenaline rush of meeting a new
contact at an industry event, exchanged some critical infor-
mation throughout the day and landed a new project by the
close of business that afternoon-are continually looking for
ways to hone their networking skills. As a testament to that
demand, networking is the subject for more than 100,000
books, seminars and online conversations. In fact, one of
the most widely acclaimed ground -breaking references of all
time, Dale Carnegie's How to Win Friends and Influence Peo-
ple, recently celebrated 80 years in print with over 15 million
copies sold.
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Networking is viewed differently through the lens of cach
generation, particularly on two fronts. The first is the pro-
cess of networking among generations, and the second is the
perceived value or impact that networking has on a person's
career or other goal. Today's workplace is now home to four
different generation groups-veterans, baby boomers, Gen
Xers and millennials. Each of these age cohorts describes
networking in a unique way and shares similarities and dif-
ferences in the way they approach networking.

The most successful individuals credit networking as part
of their "secret formula" to success. It's really no secret if you
asked Bob Mathews of Colliers International, AMO, who
oversees more than 70 brokers and 275 employees that gen-
erate over $3 billion annually in transactions. "Networking
is the start of relationship building and requires a genuine
desire to learn about the other person and to share your
good will. No one achieves great individual success without
building a network of trusted friends and colleagues," said
Mathews.

According to baby boomer Mildred Thompson, "The path
to success is forged by meeting people through other people.
The power of networking is so important, and I found that
it was key in my path. I was introduced by a good friend to
an organization where I found my new career in residential
property management. You never know what new doors will
be opened for you!"

A thought shared by a Gen X high school teacher was
slightly different. "Networking for me was intimidating at
first, as I'm not the type of person that will strike up a con-
versation with a stranger or go to an industry event, espe-
cially if! don't know anyone." According to her, networking
became less awkward when her principal recommended that
teachers throughout the school system create a "shared inter-
est group" on the intranet to share lesson plans and contacts
prior to the annual teacher's conference, an event that in-
volved many networking opportunities with fellow teachers
and other education professionals.

Millennials seem to have gained a distinct advantage as
networking has expanded across various online and social
media platforms. Among the 83 million millennials in the
U.S., 80 percent of those own at least one smartphone. Net-
working to these individuals is not something to be learned,
it's simply a way of life. Social networks were radically trans-
formed in the early '80s with the advent of the Internet. For
example, the professional networking site Linkedln recently

celebrated its 14th anniversary with over 433 million users in
200 countries. Networking also has grown into big business
as data mining has become mainstream with over 45 billion
page views as of March 2016. People are connecting with
others around the globe every second of every day about ev-
ery imaginable topic.

One might notably argue that the quality of such commu-
nication among generations differs greatly. Even though mu-
lennials represent the most technologically savvy generation,
they are also considered to be a generation that is the most
socially isolated. The baby boomer, on the other hand, might
initially connect with someone through technology. Howev-
er, if given the option, they would much prefer face-to-face
interaction. Experts concur that the richest form of commu-
nication happens in person, as body language has a huge in-
fluence on setting the tone for the conversation. Even millen-
nials admit that when attending a networking function, they
feel more comfortable taking a colleague along with them. "I
believe it is very important to have a partner in crime that
you can network with. It takes a lot of pressure off when ap-
proaching someone new to speak with if you have someone
that you are comfortable around. This allows you to feed off
and build on one another's energies to build more memorable
first impressions," says Blaire Moreland, a millennial CPM
in commercial real estate.

Are there quantifiable benefits to building an extensive
network? Ivan Misner, founder and chief visionary officer
of BNI, an international business networking group, has
amassed substantial evidence that suggests there is a direct
return on investment on one's networking efforts. That re-
search includes a study conducted by Robert Davis at the
University of San Francisco in which Davis found that peo-
ple who participated in networking groups appeared to be
"above -average networkers," and that these individuals used
certain skills that lead to substantially more clients. Misner's
research at the University of Southern California also found
that the longer an individual participated in a business de-
velopment network, the greater the number of referrals. In
fact, the likelihood of receiving a hundred or more referrals
virtually doubled with each passing year of participation.
Successful entrepreneurs concur that if your business is in an
early stage of growth and development, networking is a vital
lead generation tactic for the enterprise.
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Don't be attached to a specific outcome. Enter into the
relationship by providing a resource, such as offering your
"genius zone" or area of expertise.
Don't keep score. Approach the relationship with an atti-
tude of helping people versus looking for people to help you.
Have a genuine interest in the other person. Let the other
person have his/her 15 minutes of fame.
Look for common bonds. People who share similar interests
have a focus of collecting information about their subject.

Approach the relationship from a perspective of abun-
dance. Those professionals who are sincere about giving vs.
getting are naturally thinking of abundance vs. scarcity.
Have an attitude of gratitude. Most successful networkers
are thankful for opportunities to share ideas and resources.
The more positive results you put out into the universe, the
more that will come back to you.
Pay it forward. Every successful person has a genuine desire
to help others achieve success. You often hear, how can I ever
repay you? The most successful professionals often reply...
pay it forward.

GENERATIONAL DIFFERENCES RELATED TO NETWORKING

Views
Work Networking Leadership Networking Rewards of

Ethic/Values Means: Style Style Communication Networking as:

Hard work Supporting one Directive Individuat Formal memo Investment in

Veterans
Respect another through Command & & personal a meaningful
authority good times and control relationship

(1922-1945) Sacrifice bad
Duty before fun
Adhere to rules

Workaholics An exciting Consensual Team Player Both in person & Essential for
Work efficiently adventure Collegial Loves to have through written promotion

Crusading A process meetings communication Part of the job
Baby Boomers causes of business Mutually

(1946 -1964) Personal development rewarding
fulfillment

Desire quatity
Question
authority

Eliminate A difficult Everyone is Shared Direct, immediate Skeptical
Gen X the task challenge the same interests Demanding

(1965-1980) Self-reliance A variety of Challenge Group Smaller circles
Want structure things others Member the better

& direction Ask why

What's next? A means to an Collaborative Participative Electronic Commonplace
Multitasking end Voicemail Challenging

Mitlenniats Tenacity Fulfillment Text messages Sometimes
(1981-2000) Entrepreneurial awkward

Tolerant
Goal oriented

Adapted from the book Generations at Work: Managing the Clash of Veterans, Boomers, Xers and Gen Yers in the Workplace. Zemke, Raines and
Fitipczak (2nd ed., AMACOM, 2013)

DR. DEBORAH R. PHILLIPS (DEBB!EØTHEQUADRILL!ON.CQM) IS PRESIDENT OF THE QUADRILLION. AN INTERNATIONAL
CONSULTING FIRM. IN ATLANTA.
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SPOTLIGHT FA\!OUS PROPERTIES

AFFORDABLE

Regularly
topping the
best places
to live in the
U.S. rankings,
Denver has
steadily been
attracting new
residents.

Given the city's unique combination of outdoor appeal and conventional urban
amenities, it's no wonder people from across the country are migrating to Denver
and calling the Mile -High City home.

While the city's growing population has driven impressive job growth and de-
velopment throughout the entire Denver metropolitan area, housing has lagged
behind-particularly affordable housing. In fact, finding an affordable place to
live in the city is becoming an increasing challenge.

Rental rates have been progressively rising over the past few years. Zumper, an
apartment rental app, has noted that Denver currently ranks as the 24th most ex-
pensive rental market in the country. According to the Urban Land Conservancy,
the city is facing an affordable housing crisis with an estimated 27,000 -unit gap.

Helping to fill that gap, however, is Evans Station Lofts, an apartment building
that utilizes the federal Low -Income Housing Tax Credit (LIHTC) program to
make rent affordable to lower -income residents.
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EVANS STATION LOFTS
IS HELPING TO FILL

THE AFFORDABLE
HOUSING GAP IN DENVER.

BY DIANA MIREL

"Denver is in dire need of affordable housing right now," said Reva Klay, com-
munity manager at Evans Station Lofts. "Prices have risen significantly in the
rental market, and salaries have not necessarily seen corresponding growth."

But Evans Station Lofts is doing more than filling a gap; it is also raising the bar
for affordable housing.

The Urban Land Conservancy (ULC), a nonprofit organization that invests in real
estate for the long-term benefit of Colorado communities, originally purchased the
land for Evans Station Lofts in 2011. ULC used the Denver Transit -Oriented De-
velopment Fund, established to create and preserve affordable housing units near
public transit. In 2012, ULC then sold the land to Medici Communities to develop
Evans Station Lofts.

The five -story, 50 -unit apartment building opened in 2013. It is centrally located

minutes from downtown Denver, with
easy access to shopping, dining and, of
course, public transit. It is situated along
bus lines and across the street from Ev-
ans Station Light Rail facility, one of
the core public stations in Denver's Re-
gional Transportation District (RTD).

The brand-new brick and flagstone
building was designed to seamlessly
blend with the neighborhood's time-
worn warehouses. At the same time,
Evans Station Lofts emulates the mod-
ern appeal of trendy, restored ware-
house loft buildings.
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worn warehouses. At the same time,
Evans Station Lofts emulates the mod-
ern appeal of trendy, restored ware-
house loft buildings.
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That modernity continues within
the units as well. The innovative pub-
lic -private partnerships and financing
behind the building allowed the de-
veloper to build a brand new complex
with luxury features typically reserved
for market -rate developments.

Evans Station Lofts has one- and
two -bedroom apartments with updat-
ed finishes. The building markets itself
as providing residents "urban living
with an array of luxuries." The units in

the building have spacious, open layouts; 10 -foot ceilings; modern kitchens with
state-of-the-art appliances; in -unit washers and dryers; and wood plank flooring.

"Evans Station Lofts is affordable housing at its finest," Klay said. "It features
amenities that were designed with the convenience and sophistication of our res-
idents in mind." Some of these amenities include free Wi-Fi, a fitness center, a
finished rooftop deck with sweeping views of the city and surrounding mountains,
a resident lounge, a game room and a dog run.

In addition to the 50 residential units, Evans Station Lofts also houses 10,000
square feet of commercial space that covers three work areas on its ground floor.
These over -sized, customizable industrial workspaces drew plenty of interest
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among commercial tenants when the building opened.
Today, all 10,000 square feet are occupied with commercial tenants that include

the building's owner and developer, Medici Communities; ProForm, a real estate
investment services provider; and AMB3R, an apparel design firm.

Residents looking for affordable housing were immediately drawn to the modern
luxuries and public transit proximity of Evans Station Lofts. Of course, with the
federal LIHTC program, there are required income guidelines to be considered.

"We ask that all residents make at least 2.5 times the rental amount per month,"
Klay noted. "We also have annual income restrictions based on how many people
will reside in the apartment."

These guidelines, however, have not slowed down the influx of tenants; the
building was at 100 percent occupancy shortly after opening its doors in 2013 and
has maintained a waitlist since then.

"One of the biggest challenges is maintaining a reasonable sized waitlist," said
Klay. "But we do offer a priority waitlist, which requires a holding deposit to place
your name on it."

Another challenge can be renewing leases each year, in part because the build-
ing only offers one-year leases. "Basically, the building was built and we imme-
diately started renting units, which means most leases expire at the same time,"
Klay said.

Since Evans Station Lofts opened its
doors, developers throughout Den-
ver have been investing in affordable
housing, yet the demand for affordable
housing persists.

"There have been spikes of afford-
able housing all over Denver, with a lot
of buildings in the process of being built
right now, but it hasn't affected demand
for us yet," Klay said. "Evans Station is
an essential community in the Denver
metro area. We offer quality, affordable
housing near transit. We are happy to
be able to offer a community like this to
the residents of Denver." .

DIANA MIREL IS A CONTRIBUTING WRITER
FOR JPM'. IF YOU HAVE QUESTIONS
REGARDING THIS ARTICLE OR YOU ARE AN
IREM MEMBER INTERESTED IN WRITING FOR
JPM, PLEASE E-MAIL MARIANA TOSCAS
AT MTOSCASØ!REM.ORG.
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SPOTLIGHT / NE\V LEGISLATION

IREM
FEDERAL
HOUSING
ADVISORY
BOARD -
WHAT NOW?
BY EILEEN WIRTH, CPM

While IREM Members who own or manage fed-
erally assisted housing are familiar with this group,
many other IREM Members may not know about
the Federal Housing Advisory Board (FHAB). This
board has worked diligently for more than two decades to
provide guidance in developing programs for and communi-
cating with IREM Members who manage properties that are
subsidized or insured by the U.S. Department of Housing
and Urban Development (HUD). The board also travels to
the District of Columbia to meet with HUD, rural develop-
ment and other governmental bodies to discuss and review
the impact of policy and regulatory changes on the owners,
managers and residents of such housing.

Meetings are held twice per year with FHAB members
and officials at HUD, the Rural Housing Services (RHS)
office at the Department of Agriculture and, when needed,
the Department of Treasury. These meetings have been suc-
cessful in opening the lines of communication and promoting
a sense of partnership for IREM Members who manage af-
fordable and subsidized housing.

As many across the country are noting, any change in gov-
ernment administration brings the unknown. The HUD
and RHS officials who have met with the Federal Housing
Advisory Board in recent years may be moving on to other
professional ventures. The IREM FHAB will need to estab-
lish new relationships with the incoming staff. At the time
of writing this article, the nominee for Secretary of Housing
and Urban Development (HUD) is Dr. Ben Carson, a retired
Director of Pediatric Neurosurgery atJohns Hopkins Hospi-
tal in Baltimore, Md.

Campaign statements of both President Trump and Dr.
Carson denounce large government and excessive spending.

For the past few years the HUD budget has been reducing,
and additional budget cuts should be expected. Due to the
reductions, the IRS' Low -Income Housing Tax Credit (LI-
HTC) program has recently been the only vehicle to develop
new affordable housing. Under this program, corporations
can purchase credits from affordable housing developers that
go toward their income tax obligation. The new adminis-
tration has touted a desire for corporate tax rate reductions.
Such a change could possibly affect housing. If corporate tax
rates decline, the need for these tax credits will also be re-
duced. Corporations will no longer have the incentive to buy
credits, and a decrease in the flow of investment to affordable
housing developers will result.

On the flip side, the unknown has the potential to have a
positive effect. Infrastructure was a key campaign issue, with
pledges to invest heavily into infrastructure improvements.
Could improvements to existing housing stock or even the
addition of affordable housing units be considered infrastruc-
ture? The answer to this question will evolve in the coming
months, and the FHAB will monitor these developments to
share with IREM members.

Change is also expected for current HUD programs, in-
cluding fair housing initiatives. There has been talk about
repealing some existing rules and regulations, but no specific
proposals have been made public as of yet. The continued
dialog between HUD, RHS and the IREM Federal Housing
Advisory Board will be critical to ensure the voice of the af-
fordable housing industry will be heard and the best interests
of affordable housing operators and residents will he met. .

EiLeen Wirth, CPM (ewirth(äoctaviahifl.com), is president and CEO
of Octavia HiLL Association, Inc., AMO, and 2017 Chair of the
REM Federal Housing Advisory Board.
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IREM'S 2017
PUBLIC POLICY PRIORITIES
For the first time in six years, the White House and both chambers of the United
States Congress are controlled by the same party. During the 2016 election, the
Democratic and Republican Parties campaigned heavily on major reform, includ-
ing revising and modernizing the U.S. Tax Code. Now the Republican Party has
the opportunity to act. While it remains to be seen what exactly that reform will
look like, we have clues as to what the future max' hold.

One possible target is a provision allowing companies to write off depreciation
of residential buildings over 27.5 years and commercial properties over 39 years.
IREM supports depreciation realistically reflecting the economic life of the proper-
ty. LastJune, Congressional Republicans proposed a tax plan allowing a property
to be accounted as a one-time business expense, making depreciation unnecessary.

Two tax provisions returning in 2017 as "high priority" policy issues for IREM
are carried interest and Section 1031 like -kind exchanges.

Carried interest is a share of' an investments profits paid to the investment man-
ager in excess of the amount that the manager contributes to the partnership. This
is often used in real estate as the investment manager contributes sweat ecuity
rather than financial capital. Carried interest is currently taxed as a capital gain,
but many are calling for it to be taxed as ordinary income.

Section 1031 of the Internal Revenue Code allows businesses and individuals to
defer taxes when swapping a property for another property of like -kind.

1REM has taken both tax issues to Capitol Hill and will continue to advocate on
these priorities now that Congress has indicated the possibility of capping, or even
eliminating, these tax treatments.

TO READ MORE ON ALL OF REM'S 2017 PUBLIC POLICY
PRIORITIES PLEASE VISIT www.irem.org/public-policy.

\I\V LEUISLA'I'lON SPOTLIGHT

FEDERAL,
STATE & LOCAL
ACTION
CENTERS
If you have visited the Public Policy
page on irem.org recently, you may
have noticed some new additions.
The IREM Federal Action Center
(hftp://p2a.co/GG8PBJ3) and the
IREM State & Local Action Center
(http://p2a.co/ijTE6wh) make it eas-
ier than ever to engage with elected
officials at any level of government.
One of the most exciting functions of
this site is the new ability to easily
carry out calls to action. In the past,
Members of REM would receive
an email asking them to print, sign
and scan a pie -written letter and
then send it to their Members of
Congress. Now, all of this can be
accomplished simply by entering
the member's name and address in
the appropriate fields on the action
center webpage and hitting "submit.'
The system will automatically match
the member to their representatives,
ensuring the right people get the
message.

CALLS TO ACTION ARE JUST
ONE OF THE MANY TOOLS
FOUND IN THE ACTION CEN-

TERS. Most importantly, an action
center can even be built specifically
for a chapter's website, focusing
on local issues. Whether a chapter
wants to track legislation, collect
information for a mailing list or issue
a call to action in their state or city.
REM staff can build a page and pro-

vide the link for the chapter to post
however it sees fit.

For more information, contact
IREM Government Affairs Coordi-
nator, Andrew Lomo, at ALomo
IREM.org.
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[CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFTI 2017 REM President Mike Lanning.
CPM, (left) greets a CPM at the 2016 Asia -Pacific Real Estate Forum
in Shanghai.

I 2016 IREM President Chris Mellen, CPM, ARM, signs an
event banner at the first Property Management Industry Expo in China
last November. I Fifteen new CPMs from the China Shanghai chapter
are installed at the Asia -Pacific Real Estate Forum last November.

IREM GAINS VISIBILITY WITHIN GROWING
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT MARKET IN CHINA
By the IREM Global Services Department

Like the country itself, the prop-
erty management industry in
China is huge and continues to
grow and mature. Today, China
boasts 110,000 property man-
agement companies that collec-
tively manage 17.4 billion square
meters (187.3 billion square feet),
according tojinbo He, CPM, and
general manager of Guangzhou Nan-

kai Real Estate Co. Ltd. "The members of the IREM China Shanghai chapter
have our work cut out for us, and we are up to the task!" he proclaimed.

Jinbo He shared these observations at China's first -ever Property Management
Industry Expo, which took place in November 2016 in his hometown of Guang-
zhou, attracting 15,000 attendees and 180 companies representing the industry.
Guangzhou, previously known as Canton, is a port on the Pearl River navigable
to the South China Sea; it is close to Hong Kong and is a major terminus of the
ancient Silk Road. Its population of nearly 14 million makes it the third largest
metropolitan area in China behind Shanghai and Beijing.

"My city has been a pioneer of China's reform movement and is a symbol of the
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[1 2011 REM President Mike Lanning. CPM, (left) with a representative from REM education licensee Leideri at the 2016 Asia -Pacific Real
Estate Forum in Shanghai. [RIGHT! 2016 REM President Chris Me[Ien. CPM. ARM, serves as keynotespeaker at the first Property Management
Industry Expo in China last November.

country opening up,"Jinbo He said, "and I think that's why the conference chose satisfied with the status quo. We're prov-

to be here." ing there is an opportunity for growth."
Participating as a keynote speaker at the conference was 2016 IREM President Current Shanghai Chapter Presi-

Chris Mellen, CPM, ARM, whose presentation on current property management dent Shu Zhou, CPM and Chairman
trends and predictions for the future drew an audience of more than 1,000. He at Shanghai GDL Property Ltd., add -
kicked off his remarks by noting that the change in the investment model triggered ed, "Worldwide, the line between asset
by the 2008-2009 economic downturn focused attention on building operations management and property manage -
and positioned property management as key to value creation. Other trends cit- ment is beginning to blur. In China,
ed included globalization, urbanization, information and technology, the property management industry is
sustainability and demographic shifts. mature, but the asset management in -

Mellen also was featured at a special conference session hosted by Guoqiang dustry is not. There is definitely room
Pan, CPM and general manager at Shanghai Golte Asset Management Co. Ltd., for further development and education
and the Shanghai Property Management Association. He shared the podium with in this sector, and the Shanghai China
three CPM Members from China: Qi Liu, CPM, founding president of IREM chapter is poised to fill that gap."
China Shanghai Chapter and general manager at Shanghai World Expo Land- Guoqiang Pan, who also served as
ing Holding Co. Ltd., who spoke on real estate trends in China; Xin Xu, CPM, China Shanghai chapter president
of Merlion Property Services Shanghai Co. Ltd., who discussed the evolution of from 2013-2015, concluded by stat-
property management in China into the niche market it is today; and finally, Hao ing, "Since the inception of the IREM
Sun, CPM and general manager at Shanghai Pengxin Group Co. Ltd., who pre- Shanghai Chapter in 2011, we've had
sented "Property Management as an Investment," directed to property managers three chapter presidents, and each of
from second and third tier cities with limited exposure to managing a property as them has led the charge to elevate the
an asset. property management industry in Chi -

Just several weeks prior to the Guangzhou conference, 2017 IREM President na. At this first session of the China
Mike Lanning, CPM, was in Shanghai to install 15 new CPM members and to Property Management Industry Expo,
speak at the Asia -Pacific Real Estate Forum sponsored by Leiden Education Man- we've been given the main stage and
agement Consulting Co., which partners with IREM to deliver the CPM educa- the microphone and are here to shape
tion in China. Turning his attention to China's newest IREM members, Lanning the role of property management.
reinforced the role IREM can play in their career and business success. He stated With Chris Mellen speaking in the gen-
that "as the real estate market gets bigger and more global, successful era! conference and chapter members
companies see value in being part of a global network and being con- networking from the IREM trade expo
nected with other professionals through organizations such as IREM booth, this conference is our chance to
that reach out beyond their own national boundaries." reach all the key players and exert in -

During the event in Guangzhou, Liu echoed Lanning's sentiments. "Our group of fluence in the market. We have already
CPM Members who started this chapter in Shanghai have been dedicated to expand- seen so many attendees express interest
ing the reach of IREM and the CPM brand. This is our first mission. Many property in the CPM designation and IREM.
management companies in China see themselves as site -level service companies and are This is a milestone moment for us." .
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HOVER CAMERA

Let's face it-not all of us will have an opportunity to become drone operators. We might
need a little bit of help from.. .wcll, above? Hover Camera has you covered, literally. It will
hover above or in front of you and capture 13 megapixel stills and even ultra high -definition
4K video. Here's the kicker-the autonomous subject tracking modes built into the camera
take all the guesswork and operations out of the experience. Unfold it, hold it in front of
you and hit the power button. Hover Camera springs into action and starts hovering while
recording onto a connected iOS or Android device. Once done, grab it out of the air-the
propellers are enclosed for your safety-and be on your way.

Retails at: $599 www.gethover.com

FASETTO LINK

New mobile devices are providing more and
more built-in storage, but there are plenty of
people whose older devices still can't support
much space. For them, it's probably not unusual
to get the dreaded pop-up message informing
them they've run out of storage and can't save
any more photos (or music or videos) until some
of their old files are deleted. Not to worry-
Fasetto LINK will pick up the slack, and then some. LINK is a tiny, Blue-

tooth -connected gadget that contains up to 2TB of wirelessly accessible storage.
Think of it as a wireless external hard drive for your mobile devices, with a little
something extra: Up to 30 people can connect to LINK for two-way simultane-
ous communication, and you can even connect it to a display and use it to show
off your latest photos or downloaded movies.
Retails at: $349 - $499 for 256GB - 512GB;
2TB version available later this year. $1149 www.fasetto.link

PANASONIC HOME MONITORING SYSTEM
4 WITH WATER LEAK SENSOR

Panasonic is trying its hand at home monitoring, not only with
ç( cameras to make sure your home is secure, but also with an ar-

ray of products aimed at the consumer market. It all starts with
a hub that is wirelessly connected to your network and allows
for other Panasonic sensor devices to connect to it. One such
device is their water leak sensor, ideal for basements, laundry
rooms and sinks. When the sensor detects water, the hub will
beep and you'll get a notification sent to your Smartphone or
tablet, so you can address the problem right away.

Retails at: KX-HNB600W Hub, $129.99; Water Sensor KX-
HNS1O3W, $39.95 www.shop.panasonic.com

-

SONY LED BULB
SPEAKER LSPX-102E26

Imagine the lights slowly getting
brighter as the sound of your favorite
music playlist starts to fill the room.
This year at the Consumer Electronic
Show, Sony unveiled a new kind of
innovation-an LED lightbulb that
doubles as a wireless Bluetooth-con-
nected speaker. It's simple: We already
have lights that are connected to a
power source, so why not make them
multitask for you so you can get rid
of those standalone speakers? The
price point is still somewhat high for
a lightbulb, but the adaption rate and
competition should eventually drive it
down to more affordable levels.

Retails at: $239 www.sony corn

ALEX LEVIN (ALEV!NØIREM.ORG) IS DIRECTOR OF IT FOR IREM HEADQUARTERS IN CHICAGO.
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\ 1\V PRODUCTS / SPOTLIGHT

BATHTUB FOR BICYCLESIA
Give your two -wheeled, pedaling tenants a hand keeping their riding
equipment-and therefore, your property-clean with Bathtub for
Bicycles, a 14 -gauge stainless steel bike -wash station. Made by Forever
Stainless Steel®, the same folks responsible for Bathtubs for Pets®, the bike
tub features high backsplashes designed to minimize uncontrolled spray,
an adjustable wheel -retaining mechanism to keep the bike in place and a
patented grate system to catch dirt and debris. The 9 -foot hose self-coils for
uncluttered storage, and the tub is available with a right- or left -side drain,
plus the option to put the faucet on either end.
Get more information at www.bathtubsforbicycles.com

FINALLY LIGHT BULB
Most people want to do right by the environment, so they
use environmentally -friendly products like energy -saving
light bulbs. But often those bulbs emit a harsh, one-direc-

F

finoll9

tional light that can render uninviting
even the warmest of surroundings, and
make one long for the appealing illumi-
nation of less-than-ecofriendly incan-
descent bulbs. Now you can have it both
ways with Finally light bulbs, which
use a new induction -based
called AcandescenceTM. This applied
science uses 75 percent less energy than
incandescent bulbs while still being able
to create the warm, omnidirectional
light of that old technology. In addition
to being recyclable, Finally bulbs last

15 times longer than incandescent bulbs with a rated life of
1,000 hours.
Get more information at www.finallybulbs.com; $9.99

LUMIGENT SMART DESK LAMP
The Internet of 'I'hings just keeps getting bigger. One of its
impending entries is the Lumigent, a wi-fl enabled smart
desk lamp from Cerevo. Lumigent will wait in a folded
stance until "she" is greeted with a friendly "Hi Lumi,"

DOSIME®
It's estimated that 184
million U.S. citizens live
within 50 miles of a nuclear
power plant. While the ma-
jority of them are not being
dangerously exposed to radi-
ation, there are some locations
where it would be helpful to
know just what the exposure raLc
is. For such environments, Dosime

DQSa,r

can collect the information you
seek. It's a device that provides access to real-time, depend-
able information about the radiation level of one's surround-
ings, be it from a natural or man-made source. Working in
tandem with a Smartphone or tablet, not only will Dosime
give you easy -to -understand exposure information on de-
mand, it will produce a flashing alarm and send an alert via
email or text to your Smartphone or tablet if radiation levels
exceed a specified limit.

Get more information at www.dosime.com; $249

j
at which point she comes to life. From there, your voice
commands will prompt her to make standard adjustments to
lighting qualities such as brightness or positioning, based
on different presets you program into her. Eventually,
Lumi will also begin to memorize your preferences. Further-
more, Lumi is equipped with an 8 megapixel eye and camera that
will capture snapshots of the work on your desk and send them to
your cloud storage, so you can share them with others.

Get more information at lumigenf.cerevo.com; scheduled to be available fall of 2017
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CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFTI REM student members
Caittin McCain (center) and Rachel Biasi (nght) with their

peers, preparing for the speed networking event during the
2016 REM Fall Conference. I Dr. Debbie Phillips, CPM.

discusses how to turn networking into 'netweaving,'
I

REM student member Andrew Werner (center)
participates in the speed networking event. I Grayson

Glaze. CPM. executive director of the Alabama Center for
Reef Estate at the University of Alabama. stands next to a

dispfay recognizing REM's academic partners.

AN INSIDE VIEW
STUDENTS MAKE THE MOST OF EVERY OPPORTUNITY
AT IREM'S 2016 FALL CONFERENCE BY NANCYE J. KIRK
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Hayden Carter (far right) joins fellow REM student
members attending the Inaugural Gala and REME
Awards during the 2016 IREM Fall Conference.

 ..-.
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he gained, Warner said, "There really
- are too many people to list who I had

meaningful and informative conversa-
tions with."

"The best part about attending these
conferences is meeting professionals

-
who can offer you different advice and
guidance," said Cameron Kuehi. "You
make a connection with them for life
and have a contact in case you ever
need them."

In talking with many seasoned property managers, Of special note was the speed net -
it doesn't take long to learn that most 01 them stum- working event that was organized to
bled into the prolession. "How did you get into the business?" is guarantee that students and industry
frequently met with such answers as: "I got a summer job doing maintenance work practitioners had an opportunity to
at an apartment project and never left". . ."My father owned some three -flats and come together. "Although there were
I took care of them". . ."I was a resident manager while going to college and liked numerous events that allowed for the
what I was doing." students to network, the student speed

It's not surprising. After all, until relatively recently, there were no formal aca- networking event made a big impact
demic programs for aspiring property managers. But that has changed. Several on the ability to talk to leaders in the
universities now offer degrees in real estate property management, and these de- industry," said Rachel Biasi.
gree programs are thriving, attracting students who learn what property man- Caitlin McCain added that she got
agement is all about and find jobs waiting for them when they graduate. These "a lot of insight into various aspects
programs-made stronger when they bring together students with industry prac- of property management during the
titioners-are having a decided impact on making property management a career speed networking event. That event
of choice, not chance. was a great way for students to meet

IREM is connected with many of these schools and, through funding from the professionals early on in the confer-
IREM Foundation, awards scholarships to students at several universities to attend ence." She went on to say, "Throughout
the IREM annual conference as a way to further engage these students. Traveling the rest of the conference, professionals
to San Diego to participate in the IREM Fall Conference last October were five that I talked to at the networking event
university scholarship students: would come up and continue the con-
> Rachel Biasi from Ball State University versations at the social events. It really
> Hayden Carter from Brigham Young University helped make the conference feel less
> Cameron Kuehi from University of Wisconsin -Stout intimidating for someone like me who
> Caitlin McCain from Virginia Tech came by myself."
> Andrew Warner from the University of Alaska Anchorage The networking event "came with a

list of questions to help get the ball roll -
The students shared their conference experiences in follow-up reports. And a re- ing," said Kuehi, who set those ques-
frain that flowed through all of the reports was that the number one value of at- tions aside to take full advantage of the
tending the conference was networking. occasion and get some much -needed

practical advice. "Currently, I'm creat-
ing my management plan for my CPM

Andrew Warner summed it up this way: "Networking seems to be the theme for designation. I had the opportunity to
the conference, and rightfully so-from talking to 2017 IREM President-elect ask a lot of CPM professionals about
J. Benjamin McGrew to our local IREM officer Laura Cantrell and everyone in how they went about writing theirs and
between." Citing the number of people he spoke with and the incredible knowledge what tips they could give to me."
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With talent management being a number one priority for much of corporate
America, the students took special interest in the industry leaders lunch that fea-
tured executives from three of the country's largest real estate companies talking
about recruiting and developing talent for their businesses. The three leaders on
the panel were Marla Maloney, CPM, president of asset services, Americas, at
Cushman & Wakefield, AMO; Rick Graf, CPM, president and CEO of Pinnacle,
AMO; and Tony Long, global director of client care at CBRE, AMO. The three
executives agreed that recruiting talented people and keeping them in the compa-
ny comes down to company culture and treating people with respect-a message
that resonated with the students.

This session "was a great opportunity to hear some of the industry's leaders
talk and share their thoughts on current and future issues in the industry," said
Warner. "Hearing a quick synopsis of each of the three leaders' paths to where
they are today really helped to form a connection." He continued, "Marla showed
how we all start out at the bottom, and how with hard work, dedication and smart
thinking anyone can work their way to the top of an industry." Warner also appre-
ciated their insights on working with the next generation of employees and leaders,
the millennials. "They showed how it is important to learn from and understand
different generations in order to stay attractive to new talent while also staying
competitive."

Even this event was seen as a networking opportunity. During the lunch, Biasi
said she was "lucky enough to sit by three women who work in commercial proper-
ty management. They gave me great advice about my future career path and an -
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swered all my questions about the real
estate management industry."

Hayden Carter reported that, "I got
the courage to go and speak to Maria
Maloney after her presentation, and
she was so very kind to me. She helped
me network and took time out of her
day to talk to me."

One student who was intent on reap-
ing the value of the IREM network
throughout the conference and well
after was Kuehl. "With my gradua-
tion coming in a few months after this
conference, I wanted to have numerous
connections for job offers but also the
knowledge from others if I have ques-
tions down the road," he said. "Follow-
ing each of the days at the conference,
I would take some time at night to go
through the business cards I received.
I would put down on the back where I
met each contact and any information
about them so I can recall who they are
in the future. Next, I would add all my
connections to my Linkedln profile so
that they are always there for my over-
view." He noted that after the confer-
ence, he planned "to email everyone I
met and follow up with them. In this
email I will include my information,
resume and interests going forward,
in hopes of finding a few job offers and
making even more connections."

"One of the best networking events
I had was the regional dinner," said
Kuehi. "I attended a regional dinner

HAYDEN CARTER

BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIVERSITY

CONSTRUCT/ON AND FACILITY
MANAGEMENT,
CORPORATE REAL ESTATE,

VALUE ENGINEERING
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[OPPOSITE PAGE] Panelists (from I. to r.) Tony
Long, CPM, Maria Maloney, CPM, nd Rick

Graf, CPM, lead an industry lunch discussion
about recruitment and talent development.
[RIGHT] Cameron Kuehl of UW-Stout listens
to IFC 2016 keynote speaker Mike Walsh share
his ideas for developing company strategies in
an era of disruptive technological change.

with the Northeast, Region 1, and sat
across the table from the 2016 IREM
President Chris Mellen. I had an amaz-
ing conversation with him about get-
ting started in the industry and how to
grow as a person and professional. It is
a great feeling to have so many profes-
sionals being so approachable and will-
ing to help or answer questions for a
young aspiring student such as myself."

As president of the University of Wis-
consin -Stout Student Club, Kuehi also
had networking advice for his fellow
students-advice that industry prac-
titioners could benefit from as well. "I
always recommended they sit with a
group of professionals during educa-
tional sessions and distance themselves
from other students. The main reason
we come to these events as students is
to network and learn. We won't net-
work as much when we are just in a
large group together. For that reason,
I tried to distance myself and get out
of my comfort zone and sit alone with
professionals I hadn't met yet."

Networking wasn't restricted to in-
teractions with practitioners-it also
occurred among the students them-
selves. "I was the only representative
from Ball State University," said Bi-

THROUGHOUT THE CONFERENCE,
PROFESSIONALS THAT I TALKED TO AT THE
NETWORKING EVENT WOULD COME UP AND
CONTINUE THE CONVERSATIONS AT THE SOCIAL
EVENTS. IT REALLY HELPED MAKE THE
CONFERENCE FEEL LESS INTIMIDATING FOR
SOMEONE LIKE ME WHO CAME BY MYSELF.

-CAITLIN MCCAIN, VIRGINIA TECH

asi. "I developed relationships with students from various schools throughout the
country. We compared our university programs as well as student organizations. I
believe every school learned a new approach to better their field of study, whether
that be new marketing techniques, valuable coursework or networking ideas."

Echoing this, McCain said she was "blown away by the inclusiveness at the
IREM conference. Being the only student from Virginia Tech, I was definitely
nervous about attending. However, everyone was extremely welcoming. My favor-
ite part about the conference was meeting other students from all over the country.
We had a great time at the conference and enjoyed exploring San Diego together."

Networking aside, students identified other highlights that made the conference
memorable. "I loved the property tours of Broadstone Little Italy and The Head-
quarters," said McCain. "They were both really neat projects and I liked that we got
to get out and learn hands-on as opposed to being in sessions in the hotel all day."
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to IFC 2016 keynote speaker Mike Walsh share
his ideas for developing company strategies in
an era of disruptive technological change.
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I DEVELOPED RELATIONSHIPS WITH STUDENTS
FROM VARIOUS SCHOOLS THROUGHOUT THE
COUNTRY. WE COMPARED OUR UNIVERSITY
PROGRAMS AS WELL AS STUDENT
ORGANIZATIONS. I BELIEVE EVERY SCHOOL
LEARNED A NEW APPROACH TO BETTER
THEIR FIELD OF STUDY, WHETHER THAT BE
NEW MARKETING TECHNIQUES, VALUABLE
COURSEWORK OR NETWORKING IDEAS.

-RACHEL BIASI. BALL STATE UNIVERSITY

Reinforcing the takeaways from these property tours, Warner shared these ob-
servations: "The first property, Broadstone Little Italy, was an apartment building
located in Little Italy. The level of detail and all of the high -end finishes really
made Broadstone a desirable apartment community. The second property toured
was The Headquarters at Seaport. This is an amazing historical site that has been
turned into a retail center. This property showed how much is put into restoring or
renovating a historical location. The amount of extra time, work and money put
into a historical building is eye-opening. To get to see behind the scenes and hear
the stories about the renovation made this a unique tour."

For Carter, "The final day of the conference was the highlight for me. I attended
a class on setting a value statement for your work and an asset management class.
These two classes were the icing on the cake for me. I learned so many valuable
skills that helped me steer my path to where I wanted to go. Having a vision state-
ment for my workplace was a great piece of advice. It gives you direction and a
purpose for what you do."

As for the asset management session, "I love numbers and making things as
cost-effective as possible," said Carter. "The presentation addressed how to look at
properties differently and see renters differently. The presenter talked about get-
ting some tenants out of their leases because you could bring in someone new with
a higher rent rate. It was interesting to hear his viewpoints and how to think out of
the box to increase your IRR and NPV."

With networking being the consistent theme across all students' reports, it's not
surprising that one of the education sessions that resonated with the them was JVt-

ANDREW WARNER

UNIVERSITY OF ALASKA ANCHORAGE

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION WITH
CONCENTRATION IN PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
AND REAL ESTATE

LUM1
UNIVERSITY
of ALASKA

ANCHORAGE

working vs. .Welweaving: The Power of Rela-

tionships, presented by Dr. Debbie Phil-
lips, CPM. One of the main takeaways
for Biasi was that "the key to a success-
ful networking process is to build the
relationship among peers and indus-
try leaders. Getting to know strang-
ers within the industry will always
have a positive and lasting effect on
your career. However, building upon
your current relationships will allow
more 'netweaving' to take place. [Dr.
Phillips] expressed the importance of
keeping all contacts because you never
know where those individuals will end
up or how you can help them in the fu-

\Vili ilivililig studcnts to the IREM con-
ference elevate their perception of prop-
erty management and help make it a
career of choice? If Carter and Warner
are any indication, the answer is yes.

"This conference truly was an amaz-
ing experience that I can't wait to share
with my fellow students," expressed
Warner. "I wish I had another year in
school so I could come back next year,
but I look forward to attending as a full
IREM member in the future. I feel so
much more confident in my future in
the industry after attending this confer-
ence. Not only is it an industry full of
opportunity, but it is filled with amaz-
ing people who support one another."

As for Carter: "This has been my
second conference, and it was absolute-
ly amazing. I was a little hesitant about
property management because I want-
ed something sexier as a career choice.
Anyone who is thinking about prop-
erty management as a career needs to
attend this conference. The instruction
and the people you meet will open your
mind to the wonderful opportunities
associated with property management
and IREM."

NANCYE J. KIRK (NKIRK@IREM.ORG) IS

CHIEF STRATEGY OFFICER/EDUCATION,
OUTREACH, ADVOCACY FOR IREM.
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= PROFITABILITY.

TT-IHE BUSINESS
't BEHIND YOUR

2aLacJSINESS

\\T11ats your real l)USiflCSS?

If you travel at all, you know what I mean. Re-
cently, I had the opportunity to stay at two differ-
ent business hotels and had vastly differing expe-
riences in them. Hotel #1 was like walking into
a dark, dark tunnel. Employees were grim -faced
and unhappy, with nary a smile. On the other
hand, Hotel #2 was definitely a stroll into sun-
shine. The team was friendly, engaged and gen-
uine. Would I go out of my way to stay at Hotel
#2 again and more importantly, would I tell my
friends? You betcha.

From a customer perspective, it was pretty easy
to see the difference. Happy, motivated employees
turn into the "flag wavers" we all need to market
successfully. When you're ready to do your next
pitch, hit the reset button with these strategies.

First, take a moment to consider your company's
employee experience. Here's how Howard Schultz,
Starbucks' chairman, explained the firm's mete-
oric success in a recent interview: "Coffee is what
we sell as a product, but it's not the business we're
in. We're in the people business." Sure, we're all
in the real estate business, but our real currency is
our teams, and what they experience in our com-
panies is a critical factor.

When you think about it, the employee experi-
ence isn't just a piece of how we market our busi-
nesses, it's everything. This is how employees feel
when they are on the inside of an organization,
how they perceive the culture and the leadership

style throughout the ranks. What's even better is
that when your employees get a great vibe and are
personally invested in the direction of your orga-
nization, it's absolutely transparent to your cus-
tomers. If you want more business, consider this:
A great employee experience = stellar customer
experience = profitability.

Now that. youve got ii, go ahead and flaunt it. First
impressions really do count when it comes to mar-
keting your business. You can kick it up a notch by
translating your company's great employee expe-
rience into a stellar client experience. Once you've
got that part down, the trick is finding the right
way to sell it.

Not long ago, I visited with a savvy, smart col-
league who was eager to expand his management
business. What was the problem? The firm's pre-
sentation, including its management proposal,
centered on its own business rather than what it
could do for their prospective clients. It was time
to hit the reset button. With a few simple twists
and a change in direction, he gave his manage-
ment proposal a makeover, putting his company
in a prime position to win new business.

JUST DO IT

In an interview on 60 Minutes, the actress Cate
Blanchett responded to a question about the part
of her job she finds to be the most difficult. She
said, "The trickiest thing is beginning." That's al-
ways the way, isn't it? Taking that first step can
be the most daunting task in any endeavor. But
sometimes just taking one step-any step-is all
you need to set the rest of the plan in motion.

It's true, successfully marketing your company
and your properties can be tough. So take the
time to think about the business you're really in.
Then, just do it.
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GROWING
COMMUNITY

> THROUGH
GARDENING
"Growing Community 'lhrough Gar-
dening" is a 2016 REME Award -winning
health and weilness initiative started by
Astar/Cardinal Capital Management. mi-
tially visualized as an opportunity for res-
idents to participate in growing and shar-
ing garden vegetables with each other, this
program has evolved into much more. By

(/') utilizing corporate donations and volun-
teer manpower, residents are able to plan,
tend, harvest, cook, compost and socialize
in an effort to build healthier lives, whilc
enjoying fresh produce grown in their owni backyards.

A SEED OF AN IDEA...

.Judy Leiterman, CPM, Carol Keen, CPM
and Chris Geiger, CPM, were the Astar/
Cardinal employees who first initiated
the gardening program. Ownership chal-
lenged them to find a way to fund the pro-
gram outside of existing operating budgets.
So, calls were made to the corporate office
to pitch vegetable gardening at their apart-
ment communities. Amazingly, enough
capital was provided in the first year to
create 21 garden beds. Materials were ac-
quired with a discount provided through
a community donation agreement with
Home Depot. Geiger and his wife, Karla,
built the beds at each apartment site and
invited other office staff to fill them with
topsoil and plant vegetables. Once planted,
they were turned over to the residents for
the remainder of the growing season.

At the end of that first season, group
meetings were held with the residents who
participated in growing and harvesting to
gauge successes and needed improvements
for the following year. Fresh salsa made

CORPORATE
AND SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY
Astar/
Cardinal Capital
Management
West Atlis, Wis.

( Karla Geiger
(center left) and
Chris Geiger, CPM
(center right)
accept the REME
Award for Astar/
Cardinal Capital
Management at
REM's 2016 Fall

Conference in San
Diego.

with vegetables harvested from the site gardens was enjoyed at each meeting. In each
successive year since, a minimum of 19 new beds have been added to sites throughout
Wisconsin.

...GROWS BEYOND EXPECTATIONS

The program was envisioned as an amenity to allow residents to interact in a new activity,
but staff highly underestimated the enthusiasm by which the program would be received!
By-products included:
.Journals were kept by the residents showing watering, weeding and fertilizing schedules.
 Residents started sharing meals together before and after each gardening session, which
led to the creation of a garden -grown cookbook that was shared with corporate donors
who then increased their subsequent donations.

 Composting and birdwatching activities grew from initial interest in the gardening program.
 Year-end pot luck gatherings are held that utilize ingredients from the garden.
 Cooking classes are being taught in community kitchens, again utilizing garden produce.
 Residents follow @gardeningwhpc on Twitter to stay current with gardening initiatives.

The program continues to improve and grow with each year. Over its first four seasons,
almost $50,000 has been raised through donations. Last year, the program was enhanced
through the addition of volunteer hours provided by corporate partners. Approximately
250 hours of volunteer time are given each year to maintain and grow the gardening pro-
gram!

In five years, the "Growing Community Through Gardening" program has provided
106 garden beds at 56 apartment sites, increased social interaction, facilitated physical
activity, improved psychological well-being and promoted healthier food options among
residents. Astar/Cardinal's goal is to reach all 153 project sites and provide this same op-
portunity to each resident. With over 8,500 units of residential housing, almost 12,000
individual residents have the opportunity to be affected by this program! .
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OUR JUDGMENT,
OUR DECISION -

MAKING AND OUR
COMMENTARY ON
LIFE AROUND US

CAN REFLECT THE
STANDARD THAT

ETHICAL BEHAVIOR
IN OUR DEALINGS
WITH OTHERS IS

WHAT WE DEMAND
FROM OURSELVES.

LIZ WALKER,CPM,

(L1Z'ÔRELIABLE
PROPERTY

MANAGEMENT NET)
IS A BROKER

AND OWNER OF
RELIABLE PROPERTY

MANAGEMENT, INC.
IN SAN JOSE, CALIF.

IT MATTERS THAT
WE SPEAK TRUTH,
IT MATTERS THAT
WE DEAL FAIRLY
AND IT MATTERS THAT
OUR WORD IS GOOD.

I,

H IGH ER G ROUND

UNWAVERING,
EVER-PRESENT
ETWS

Whew! No matter what side of the polit-
ical aisle you sit on, 2016 was a challeng-
ing year, replete with accusations of ethi-
cal missteps and dirty dealing from every
political persuasion. If you're like me, you had
some interesting conversations over holiday din-
ners. But whatever you thought, however you vot-
ed or whether you voted at all, this election cycle
brought up a lot of issues for each of us to ponder,
and we sometimes had hard choices to make based
on those issues and our responses to them. For
those of us holding IREM designations, the topic
of ethics probably came to mind more than once.

IREM was founded for the purpose of setting
standards for and encouraging ethical business
practices in real estate management, and that
foundation is part of the warp and woof of every
class, every gathering and certainly every desig-
nation IREM provides. The IREM Code of Pro-
fessional Ethics is a comprehensive standard and
guide for members of our profession. Many of us
include this code in our proposals to potential
customers or attach it to our resumes when look-
ing for a job. As members of IREM, we don't just
discuss ethics, comment on ethics or ts/c-tsk other
people's ethics or lack thereof. No, we live ethics
and practice it each business day, and I venture
to say that those ethical practices bleed into our

personal lives as well. It's a significant part of who
we are, and it's why our designations are a source
of meaning and pride in our professional and per-
sonal lives.

When we observe unethical behavior in another
individual or corporate entity, our first responses
are usually dismay and shocked surprise. If the
unethical behavior continues, we may find over a
period of time that it starts to bother us less, until
we shrug our shoulders and say, "That's just how
it is. What are you going to do?" We "normalize"
it to an extent. But if we stand firm in our ethical
practices-both personal and professional-and if
we expect the same from others, we perpetuate the
belief, the approach and the standard that it matters
that we speak truth, it matters that we deal fairly
and it matters that our word is good.

As we move through 2017, one of the things we
can do to influence and affect the political land-
scape around us is to carry on as individuals and
leaders who speak and act with ethical integrity.
Our judgment, our decision -making and our com-
mentary on life around us can reflect the standard
that ethical behavior in our dealings with others is
what we demand from ourselves and expect from
those we come in contact with. Our profession and
our designation require this of us. Our country
needs it. .
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WORKPLACE ENVIRONMENT:
SUSTAINABILITY PROGRAMS

SETTING AN
m ENVIRONMENTA
> RESPONSIBILITY

PRECEDENT FOR
NEWYORK CITY
There's a reason SL Green won the 2016
1REM REME Award for Sustainability,z and it's the same reason they've been named

rn one of the greenest businesses in the U.S. by

XP .iVewsweek magazine three years running. As

C,.)
the city's largest commercial landlord, SL
Green is responsible for implementing sus -

Q tainability best practices, operating at the

1
highest efficiency standards, strengthen -

I ing their community's resiliency and thus
ç) transforming the performance of New York

City's commercial buildings. Nowhere was
.......j this demonstrated more clearly than in

their REME Award -winning initiative.

STRENGTH IN TEAMWORK

When Viacom International renewed
their lease with SL Green for space at 1515
Broadway, the commitment to sustainabil-
ity made by both companies' executive
teams resulted in a winning partnership
that spawned over 17 efficiency initiatives
and maximized sustainability perfor-
mance.

'l'he inspiration for this project was two -
Cold. First, Viacom's employee population
cxpresses sustainability as a top priority,
so it was critical that the renovation reflect
these values. Second, SL Green has a cor-
porate culture of integrating sustainability
into all operational decisions and policies.

Ellen Albert, executive vice president
of core services for Viacom, stated: "As a

fundamental value embodied by Viacom's
executive team and employees, we worked
closely with SL Green to push the bound-
aries beyond industry standards for office

PnSL GREEN
LJREALTV CORP

WORKPLACE
ENVIRONMENT:
SUSTAINABILITY
PROGRAMS
SL Green Realty
Corp.
New York

< Evin Epstein
(center)
represents REME
Award winner
SL Green at
REM's 2016 FaIl
Conference in San
Diego.

sustainability. We are proud that our headquarters epitomize paramount efficiency in the
built environment."

USING NATURE TO THEIR ADVANTAGE

Implementing cutting -edge technology was a critical step in rolling out the sustainability
program. Of all of the initiatives implemented, the most unique was the terrace garden. It
helps reduce New York's heat island effect by removing heat from the air through evapo-
transpiration, lowering temperatures of the roof surface and surrounding air. Moreover,
the produce grown there is used in Viacom's on -site cafeteria, greatly reducing the compa-
ny's carbon footprint. Unconsumed food is composted.

SIGNIFICANT RESULTS

Since the implementation of the building's energy -efficiency retrofit, $1.3 million in annual
utility and $3 million in overall savings were realized. From project start to completion,
the space saw an energy reduction of 15 percent. Energy use is expected to drop another 5
percent as all of the efficiency measures become fully operational and Viacom continues its
commitment to building upgrades.

"The partnership between ourselves and Viacom has created a transformative sustain -

ability program that optimizes operational efficiency, results in substantial energy savings
and fosters meaningful employee engagement. We arc committed to maintaining industry
leadership to benefit New York, our tenants and stakeholders. Our approach to sustainabil-
ity will continue to conserve finite resources, incorporate citywide initiatives and uphold
responsibility to our community and future generations," said Elizabeth Majkowski, CPM,
SL Green director of sustainability and senior vice president of operations.

The key takeaway from SL Green's sustainability initiative is the effectiveness of
tenant -landlord collaboration in project implementation and execution. Sustainability is
not only a way to improve the bottom line and attract investors, but is now a tenant ex-
pectation and a social responsibility. "The retrofit of 1515 is an example of how to do
tenant -driven retrofits right. When a new generation of workers calls for a sustainable work
environment and the landlord throws in their full support, big things can happen," said
Byron Cotton, senior vice president of core services for Viacom.
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ONCE BUSINESS
GOALS, OBJECTIVES
AND STRATEGIES ARE
DEVELOPED, TACTICS
ARE WHERE RESULTS
TAKE PLACE.

fi

The next time you're on a golf course

or watching a golf game, remember the

golf swing doesn't stop at the ball: It's fol-
low-through that scores, and champions know it.
Seems golf is very similar to business.

In a consultation with a business owner who
was questioning his company's performance and
why improvements hadn't produced the desired
results, we reviewed his business plan; it was well
thought-out and strong. As I inquired further into
the situation, I discovered the fault was not with
the plan, but with lack of execution.

Much time is spent on generating ideas and es-
tablishing a plan to determine the future direction
of a company-it's an exciting part of business. Yet
developing a plan is a small ingredient of success.
The plan can't be accomplished unless work is per-
formed, and execution-follow-through--is where
many get lost. In the book Execution: The Discipline

of Getting Things Done, author Larry Bossidy defines
execution as "the missing link between aspirations
and results," and notes that it's "the main reason
companies fall short of their promise." Various
surveys support this belief: It's easy to plan, but
success lies in execution.

Leaders must provide talent and financial re-
sources for the plan to take shape and results to
materialize. They must remain focused and not
get distracted with a shiny new plan or approach
without giving the original plan time to work. In
addition, if leaders make the plan and its tactics
part of their conversations, others will, too.

There must be clarity about the plan so actions

EXECUTION:
THE CRITICAL ELEMENT
OF PLANNING

and decisions uphold the initiative. Those im-
plementing it must be educated and supported
throughout the process. It's easy to get bogged
down with daily tasks, so leadership must keep as-
sociates focused on the goals.

LFNE TACTICS
Once business goals, objectives and strategies are
developed, tactics are where results take place-
step-by-step descriptions of how to hit your marks.
It's not to say that leadership has to define the tac-
tics. Including people who will execute the plan
during the initial establishment of goals through
designing tactics will ensure greater commitment
to the cause.

'S
Reinforce commitment by monitoring results, dis-
cussing progress and measuring key performance
indicators that tie directly to the goals. Do this as
close to real time as possible. Waiting a month and
then discovering problems will not serve success.
Jointly determine corrective steps when needed,
and reward success when it happens.

STAY THE COURSE

In an age of instant gratification, being patient
isn't easy. However, results of any magnitude often
take time. When the business plan and its road -

map is of quality, veering off course will only serve
to move you farther from your destination.

Successful businesses spend time on developing
a strong, solid plan and spend even more time on
the work required to execute it. Without execution,
a plan is pointless. Confirm that your associates
understand the plan and strategy and that they're
acting on the tactics. With proper follow-through,
you'll be a champion on your business's course for
success. .
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IREM GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS
HOLDS STEADY COURSE IN MIDST OF CHANGE

With a new president in of-
fice, one might think that
government affairs profes-
sionals are retooling their
strategies for a new direc-
tion. You'd be wrong. But maintain-
ing a steady course doesn't mean there
are no new concerns, and IREM's
Government Affairs team at Chicago
headquarters is set to tackle them.

By its very definition, IREM's Gov-
ernment Affairs strategy must remain a
constant. "The basic purpose is to serve
as a reliable source for two audiences,"
said Ron Gjerde, vice president of Gov-
ernment Affairs and Content Services.
"The first is public policymakers, who
we provide with factual, accurate in-

iT

formation on how their decisions will impact our industry and the population in
general."

The second audience, obviously, is the IREM constituency and the larger in-
dustry, keeping all parties informed "about what's going on with policymakers so
they can mobilize as necessary." The consistency of that messaging overrides any
changes either inside or outside the Beltway, Gjerde said.

If there is a challenge related to any new regime, it's dealing with staff changes
at governmental and quasi -governmental agencies. "Obviously, when a new ad-
ministration comes in, they like to install their own people," said Beth Wanless,
Government Affairs senior manager. "So, many current staffers will be leaving
and pursuing other professional opportunities."

The challenge is in a very real sense to start almost from scratch and re -intro-
duce IREM and its causes to a new crop of people and personalities such as within
the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development. "We need to re-estab-
lish those very valuable relationships," Wanless noted.

Always, of course, there are the major legislative issues of the day, two of which
are particular hot -button items on the IREM agenda. The first is the sweeping
tax reform President Trump has been promising. Within this piece of proposed
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legislation so critical to real estate management and investment, "We need to know new agency people are coming in, "We
what they'll do, how it'll impact our members and if members need to hire more hope the Trump administration and
people to account for some of these tax and accounting changes," said Wanless, the Republican -controlled Congress
who anticipates draft legislation in the near future. can put in place people who under -

But while a draft might be soon in coming, Wanless doesn't see any sort of res- stand that over -regulation is problem-
olution before 2018 at the earliest. And how much will Trump's real estate DNA atic to our members." This too will be
help the industry? Even if he sticks to his roots, "the question is if he and Congress on the team's watch list for 2017.
can think alike," she stated, ticking off the many areas where tax reform could Much of what excites the people of
go south, including carried interest, 1031 exchanges and eliminating depreciation IREM's Government Affairs initia-
deductions. tive isn't what's happening in D.C.,

Needless to say, this early in the game, the IREM team is watching new devel- but within the Institute itself. Last year
opments very closely. "It's at the top of our priority list," said Wanless. was the last for a coordinated assault

Running a close second is legislation that IREM has already championed-re- by members on Capitol Hill, in favor
form to the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). In particular, the focus is on of a more grassroots approach and the
"drive -by lawsuits," explained Wanless, "where an attorney licensed in multiple importance of membership to engage
states will simply drive by a property, and if the site is lacking, even in the place- their representatives at the local level.
ment of signage, they'll send a demand letter of thousands of dollars, without even
giving our members the opportunity to repair the violation."

A recent membership survey revealed that "an overwhelming majority of mem- "We are 20,000 people who
bers have experienced this practice-by the same attorneys on the same proper- invest in a lot of Li. S. prop -
ties," said Wanless, who expressed optimism over passage of drive -by -related ADA erties," Wanless noted.
changes in the near future. She emphasized that, despite some common miscon- "On the residential side
ceptions, this reform measure doesn't in any way diminish the rights and protec- alone, we represent 60
tions of people with disabilities, but would only put a stop to frivolous lawsuits. percent of all the federally

Misconceptions also seem to surround the Marketplace Fairness Act in Con- assisted and public housing
gress but especially in the House, where it's seen as a new tax. Not so, noted Wan- in the United States. It's
less, who explained that internet sales taxes are already on the books. "During important that those rela-
our last Capitol Hill visit day we made it a point to explain what the act really is," tionships are nurtured at
she said. the local level."

In a recent IREM blog, Wanless and Government Affairs liaison Andrew Lomo
explained the issue: "When shopping online, a customer often owes sales tax on She's confident that IREM's new on -

purchases made within their state, and they may owe a use tax on those purchases line outreach system and call to action
made outside of their state. Some retailers will mislead customers by claiming cus- capability on policy issues will help
tomers can avoid sales tax by purchasing from them. While in practice this may expedite that grassroots initiative. "It
be true, the customer is still legally obligated to pay the use tax as part of their will actually make it so much easier for
annual state tax returns." (The full blog can be found at: http://irem.org/resources/ membership to engage with Congress."
irem-blog/irem-blogs-blog/2016/12/u-s-supreme-court-rejects-online-sales- Overall, in terms of business and the
tax -case -but -another -case -may -take -its -place) IREM wants to see the playing economy, there is an overriding sense
field leveled for online and brick -and -mortar retailers, of optimism coming from Chicago.

Wanless's sense is that "the Senate is going to wait on what the House finally de- But, with an asterisk, as Ron Gjerde
cides." And while she expects quick passage of ADA reform, given the momentum points out: "There's a lot of discus -

it has already received, she doesn't see a vote on Marketplace Fairness before such sion taking place now about some new
larger issues as the Affordable Care Act (ACA) and tax reform are put to rest, unpredictability in Washington. But

Another major issue for the entire industry is over -regulation, and the Govern- Washington has never been, will never
ment Affairs team sees it as a major positive if Trump were to adhere to his cam- be, predictable. That's the only thing
paign promise of eliminating two regulations for every new one passed. So while that is predictable."

JOHN SALUSTRI IS A CONTRIBUTING WRITER FOR JPM. IF YOU HAVE QUESTIONS REGARDING THIS ARTICLE OR YOU ARE AN IREM
MEMBER INTERESTED IN WRITING FOR JPM', PLEASE E-MAIL MARIANA TOSCAS AT MTOSCA&âIREM.ORG.
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made outside of their state. Some retailers will mislead customers by claiming cus- capability on policy issues will help
tomers can avoid sales tax by purchasing from them. While in practice this may expedite that grassroots initiative. "It
be true, the customer is still legally obligated to pay the use tax as part of their will actually make it so much easier for
annual state tax returns." (The full blog can be found at: http://irem.org/resources/ membership to engage with Congress."
irem-blog/irem-blogs-blog/2016/12/u-s-supreme-court-rejects-online-sales- Overall, in terms of business and the
tax -case -but -another -case -may -take -its -place) IREM wants to see the playing economy, there is an overriding sense
field leveled for online and brick -and -mortar retailers, of optimism coming from Chicago.

Wanless's sense is that "the Senate is going to wait on what the House finally de- But, with an asterisk, as Ron Gjerde
cides." And while she expects quick passage of ADA reform, given the momentum points out: "There's a lot of discus -

it has already received, she doesn't see a vote on Marketplace Fairness before such sion taking place now about some new
larger issues as the Affordable Care Act (ACA) and tax reform are put to rest, unpredictability in Washington. But

Another major issue for the entire industry is over -regulation, and the Govern- Washington has never been, will never
ment Affairs team sees it as a major positive if Trump were to adhere to his cam- be, predictable. That's the only thing
paign promise of eliminating two regulations for every new one passed. So while that is predictable."

JOHN SALUSTRI IS A CONTRIBUTING WRITER FOR JPM. IF YOU HAVE QUESTIONS REGARDING THIS ARTICLE OR YOU ARE AN IREM
MEMBER INTERESTED IN WRITING FOR JPM', PLEASE E-MAIL MARIANA TOSCAS AT MTOSCA&âIREM.ORG.
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IREM FOUNDATION UPDATES
ITS MISSION STATEMENT

A clear and concise mission statcmcnt is essential for any
organization. It guides board members in overseeing the
organization's work, determining how to pursue opportunities
and address challenges. The IREM Foundation has evolved

over the years, and it was time to re-examine and update its
mission statement to accurately reflect its goals and purpose
in relation to the Foundation of today.

IREM FOUNDATION MISSION STATEMENT

To be a resource for people and organizations seeking to
advance the profession of real estate management.

This statement sums up the very
essence of the place the IREM
Foundation strives to occupy in
the world of real estate. We're
passionate about upholding our
mission by supporting IREM
and its endeavors to bring people
of all ages, backgrounds and
experiences into our industry,
and to continually expand their
understanding of it once they're
here."

- MARY W.
WILKEN, CPM
AND PRESIDENT
OF THE IREM
FOUNDATION.

A mission statement is the bedrock
of good strategy. To accomplish
the vision set forth in their mission
statement, IREM Foundation directors
developed an action plan to chart the
Foundation's course and provide the
framework needed for determining its
priorities. The action plan conveys the
core values of the organization and the
goals it hopes to achieve. The strategic
directions include:

> Strengthening the relationship
between the IREM Foundation and
IREM.

> Raising awareness of the Foundation's
brand with IREM members and the
real estate industry at large.

> Expanding the Foundation's financial
resources and capacity to benefit the
real estate management industry.

Developing the mission statement and
implementing an action plan are some
of the most important responsibilities
of the board of directors. Together, a
sound mission statement and robust
action plan set the vision for the
organization and help keep the focus
on where it wants to go and how it will
get there. Identifying the desired end
results will ensure that the Foundation
adjusts to internal and external changes
in order to meet its goals.

The Foundation's mission statement
is a moral compass that helps the board
of directors make the right decisions
and feel connected to a larger purpose.
Purpose is what drives the board to do
great work. The IREM Foundation
stands firmly behind its mission. It is
at the core of all we do. Please stand
with us! .

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT THE IREM FOUNDATION,
VISIT www.iremfoundation.org.

KIMBERLY HOLMES (KHQLMESeÔIREMORG) IS MANAGER OF THE IREM FOUNDATION AT IREM HEADQUARTERS IN CHICAGO.
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_____ ANNOUNCING THE 2016 RECIPIENTS OF THE
IREM CERTIFIED SUSTAINABLE PROPERTY CREDENTIAL

The IREM Certified Sustainable Property certifi- In 2016, 65 properties were awarded this certification, and

cation is an affordable, attainable program which IREM is proud to share their names with you below. They

recognizes buildings that have demonstrated a show that "sustainability is good management."

noteworthy commitment to green initiatives and
energy conservation, and focuses on the role of excep- Learn more aI)out how your building can become an IREM

tional real estate management in green building perfor- Certified Sustainable Property at www.irem.org/GoGreen.

mance.

2016 ICSP RECIPIENTS (PROPERTY, CITY)

Alley 24, Seattle Ashton at Dulles Corner, Herndon, Va. Professional Center II (St. Francis),

Broadstone Little Italy, San Diego Boardwalk at Town Center,
Indianapolis

Instrata Sunset Vine Tower, The Woodlands, Texas Residences at Congressional Village,

Hollywood, Calif Duke Medicine Plaza, Raleigh, N.C.
Rockville, Md.

25 North Third Street, Geneva, Ill. Elan Uptown Apartments (Phase 1), Seaport Selection Portfolio

Minneapolis (12 Farnsworth), Boston
Eclipse at Dublin Station, Dublin, Calif ________________________________________

REALTOR® Building, Chicago Enso Pearl District, Portland Seaport Selection Portfolio

(343 Congress), Boston________________________________________

LPC - Energy Crossing I, Houston
Fort Point Creative Portfolio (300 A St.).

Springbrook Prairie Pavilion,
Boston

Detroit -Warren Building, Lakewood, Ohio Naperville, Ill.
Gambro Building, Boston -

1915 Plaza Drive, Eagan, Minn. St. Vincent Women's Medical Office

Renaissance Creek, Roseville, Calif
Garrett Farms, Durham, NC, Building, indianapolis

The Park at Monterey Oaks, Austin, Texas
Henrico Medical Office Building - Forest The Ardea, Portland
Medical Plaza, Richmond, Va.______________________________________

Chase in The Village, Dallas
______________________________________ Hollis Business Center A,

The Care Group, Indianapolis

Lakes in The Village, Dallas Emeryville, Calif
The Dylan, New York

Meadow in The Village, Dallas Hollis Business Center B, The Metro, Denver

The Bend in The Village, Dallas Emeryville, Calif The Mondrian, Dallas

The Bend East in The Village, Dallas Hubbard Place, Chicago The Octagon, New York

Westside in The Village, Dallas Maryland 95 Corporate Center, Two Rector Street, New York

Velo, Seattle
Laurel, Md.

______________________________________ Venue Museum District, Houston

Waterford Place, Dublin, Calif
McClurg Court Center, Chicago Viafl - Residential, Seattle

________________________________________
-

1660 International Drive, McLean, Va.
Memorial Hermann Katy Medical Plaza 1, Westover Hills I Medical Office Building,
Katy, Texas San Antonio

1717 Rhode Island, Washington, D.C.
________________________________________ Memorial Hermann Sugar Land Medical Westover Hills II Medical Office Building,

200 Unicorn Park, Woburn, Mass. Plaza 1, Sugar Land, Texas San Antonio
360 State Street, New Haven, Conn. St. Vincent Michigan Road, Zionsville, md. Westover Hills III Medical Office
757 Third Avenue, New York Mooresvilte Medical Office Building, Building, San Antonio

Alexander Park II, Princeton, N.J. Maoresville, md. Woodland Park Crossing, Herndon, Va.

Arena Corporate Center II Penn Mar Shopping Center, Zenith, Baltimore
Anaheim, Calif Forestville, Md.
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3/1 - 3/3
REM Officer Meeting
Location: Chicago

Visitor(s): All Officers

3/3
Chicago Chapter No. 23 PREMIER
Awards
Location: Chicago

Visitor(s): Michael T. Lanning, CPM,
Lynn Disbrow

3/8
Idaho Snake River Chapter
No. 107 Executive Committee
Meeting, Membership Meeting
& Corporate Outreach
Location: Boise, Idaho
Visitor(s): Don Wilkerson, CPM

3/14

Korea Chapter No. 112 Annual
Meeting and CPM Installation
Location: Seoul, Korea

Visitor(s): Don Wilkerson, CPM,
Nancye Kirk

3/14 - 3/16
MIPIM

Location: Cannes, France
Visitor(s): Michael T. Lanning, CPM,
U. Benjamin McGrew, CPM,
Lynn Disbrow

3/21 - 3/23
REM Northeast Regional Meeting
Location: New York

Visitor(s): All Officers

APRIL

4/4-4/6
IREM South/Southeast Regional
Meeting
Location: Atlanta

Visitor(s): All Officers

4/18

Greater Metropolitan Washington
D.C. Chapter No. 8 CPM Recruitment
Location: Washington, D.C.
Visitor(s): Lynn Disbrow

4/18

West Central Maryland Chapter
No. 92 CPM Recruitment
Location: Gaithersburg, Md.
Visitor(s): Lynn Disbrow

4/28
Las Vegas Chapter No. 99 Annual
Golf Tournament
Location: Las Vegas

Visitor(s): Michael T. Lanning, CPM

AD INDEX
Appfotio
www.appfolio.com Back cover

Auto Out
www.Au(o-Ou(.com 5

Cardinal Capital Management
www.cardinalcapitaLus 49

cushman & Wakefield Inside
www.cushmanwakefield.com Front cover

Housing Manage r.c o m
www.housingmanager.com 5

IREM Global Summit
www.irem.org/G1obaISummit 49

IREM Industry Partners
www.irem.org 51

REM REME Award Call for Submissions
www.irem.org/REME 5

London Computer Systems (Rent Manager)
www.rentmanager.com 9

Yardi Systems Inc. Inside
www.yardi.com/RENTmaximizer Back Cover

Looking for

Course Listings?

Visit
www.irem.org/education
for the most up-to-date
list of available offerings.
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Collaborate. Innovate. Differentiate.

ft
-

Do you have an idea from your business that you want to
share with the who's who of the real estate management - '
industry? Do you want to bolster your reputation? Gain .,'. ,... -

experience? Get involved?

lREM invites you to present an education session at the
annual lREM Global Summit!

Submissions are due by April 1st
visit www.irem.org/CallForPresentations

Visit www.irem.org/GlobalSu

CARDINAL
CAPITAL MANAGEMENT, INC.

Cardinal Capital Management, Inc. -2016 REME
Award Winner- is a national housing developer
based in Milwaukee, Wisconsin with more than
8,500 units of housing across Wisconsin, Iowa,
Colorado and Arizona.

In addition to our commitment to preserve
supportive housing, Cardinal Capital has
developed housing models with services and
amenities for Veterans; Deaf; Deaf -Blind;
Blind, Visually Impaired; Homeless Families
and Individuals; and Persons recovering from
mental illness and or alcohol dependency.

Cardinal Capital is committed to delivering
superior financial and social value to investors,
our for-profit and non-profit partners, and
the communities in which our projects are
located. We value maintaining long-standing
relationships with all of our clients and actively
seek partnerships that result in meaningful
projects.

901 S. 70th Street West Allis, WI I 53214
414.727.9902 wwwcardinalcaoitalus
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NEW CPM MEMBERS
DECEMBER 2016
Kacianne Brown, CPM Christopher Pasteur,

CPM, ARM
Richard Darby, CPM

Sam Peng, CPM, ARM
Michael Denise, CPM

Allison Perry, CPM
Kimberly DeVine, CPM

Vickie Rathman, CPM
Vladimir Diaz, CPM

Dallas Reid, CPM
Scott Disarno, Jr., CPM

Darren Reynolds, CPM,
Santino Garcia, CPM, ARM
ARM

Edward Romano, CPM
Phoebe Gregg, CPM

Matt Scaparro, CPM
Monika Hartman, CPM

Garrett Scarborough,
David Hine, CPM CPM

Mark Ingle, CPM Katie Schlickman, CPM

Valerie Knight, CPM Amy Siebert, CPM

Matthew Lamar, CFM Melissa Singer, CPM

Joseph Lawton, CPM Norman Slemenda, CPM

Edward Lehnardt, CPM Halo Stafford, CPM

Joshua Lloyd, CPM Rebekah Ward, CPM

Stella E. Locker, CPM Zachary Ward, CPM

Candyce McKoy Morgan, Orion Wise, CPM
CPM, ARM

Irene Melendez, CPM

Matt Melnick, CPM

Sean Noh, CPM

JANUARY 2017
Mark G. Bakke, CPM

Cheryl Bartlo, CPM

Brian E. Bell, CPM

Steven D. Bremer, CPM

Lauren A. Burgess, CPM

Carole A. Cantrell, CPM

Jodi D. Contreras, CPM

Robert P. Garrison, CPM

Sarah J. Goldman, CPM

Sandra B. Haas, CPM

Anne L. Hill, CPM

Christopher B. Jackson,
CPM

Kelly E. Klaker, CPM

Sandra L. Kowalczyk,
CPM

Natalie G. Leathers, CPM

Misty Lucero. CPM

Nekesha Lyles, CPM, ARM

Christopher Matthews,
CPM

Matthew W. McGee, CPM,
ARM

Angela G. McGill, CPM

Shawn A. Montmeny,
CPM

Gregory T. Nachman,
CPM

Phillip K. Naithram, CPM

Michael J. Paskin, CPM

Darline M. Pearson, CPM

Denise Schwab, CPM

Donald L. Shapiro, CPM

Christopher J. Shepard,
CPM

Adrianna C. Silveira,
CPM

Emmett "Jay" P.
Simpson, CPM

Thomas B. Stroud, CFM

Anabely Swanson, CPM

Larry E. Wingate, CPM
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Sector 03 2016 03 2015 % Change Q3 2016
Asking Rent Asking Rent Asking Rent Vacancy Rate

(YOY)

Apartment $1,042 $985 5.8% 4.2%
Office $23.32 $22.34 4.4% 21.9%

Retail $17.85 $17.42 2.5% 11.5%

Source. Reis Inc.

STRONG DEMAND FOR OFFICE

The incredibly strong demand from tenants we first started
to see about three years ago has continued, and the con-
sensus among the brokerage community is that this will
continue in 2017. Many of the fundamentals behind that
demand -central time zone, international airport, robust
infrastructure and deep labor pool -are not transient ad-
vantages. Other fundamental strengths of the Dallas market
that are attracting tenants include the educated workforce,
relative low home prices and low cost of living.

FLETCHER CORDELL, PRINCIPAL
TRANS WESTERN, AMO. DALLAS

Sector 03 2016 03 2015 % Change 03 2016
Asking Rent Asking Rent Asking Rent Vacancy Rate

(YOY)

Apartment $1,244 $1,182 5.2% 2.7%

Office $22.06 $21.79 1.2% 22.0%
Retail $21.93 $21.47 2.1% 9.7%

Source: Reis Inc.

HOUSING STARTS RISE

We have seen an increase in new housing starts in our area.
That is in part due to the rising home values in various
parts of our local markets, and not necessarily increasing
demand. Affordability continues to be the elusive grail that
will continue to temper our local market along with trans-
portation and access to jobs, which are not equally distrib-
uted geographically.

DAN SALDAfJA, OWNER

HAVEN MANAGEMENT LLC, RANCHO CUCAMONGA. CALIF

BETH MATTSON-TEIG IS A CONTRIBUTING WRITER FOR JPM-. IF

YOU HAVE QUESTIONS REGARDING THIS ARTICLE OR YOU ARE AN
REM MEMBER INTERESTED IN WRITING FOR JPM', PLEASE E-MAIL
MARIANA TOSCAS AT MTOSCASaIREM.ORG.
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Sector 03 2016 03 2015 % Change 03 2016

Asking Rent Asking Rent Asking Rent Vacancy Rate
(YOY)

Apartment $948 $907 4.5% 3.8%

Office $24.51 $24.02 2.0% 23.3%

Retail $22.00 $21.45 2.6% 12.8%

Source: Reis Inc.

DEVELOPMENT RETURNS

Our local economy is climbing out of the recession. Job
growth is occurring, and contractors actually have a
shortfall in labor for the first time in 10 years. Las Vegas
is a unique market because of the strip, and we expect to
see continued growth as our market matures. Large scale
development has shown steady signs of improvement. The
Lucky Dragon Casino just opened its doors. The Oakland
Raiders are considering relocating to Las Vegas. And large
retail developments, such as Mountains Edge Marketplace
and other anchored centers, are planned for the near future.

CHRIS JACKSON. CPM, CCIM
DIRECTOR OF COMMERCIAL LEASING AND PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT

BHHS NEVADA PROPERTIES, COMMERCIAL DIVISION -
THE MCGAREY GROUP, LAS VEGAS

Sector 03 2016 03 2015 % Change 03 2016
Asking Rent Asking Rent Asking Rent Vacancy Rate

(YOY)

Apartment $926 $871 6.3% 4.5%

Office $24.59 $23.66 3.9% 24.3%
Retail $19.85 $19.69 0.8% 10.1%

Source: Reis Inc.

SUNNY SKIES AHEAD

While 2016 produced a nice lift, taking us to our needed
altitude of 10,000 feet, we noted that pilots (tenants) were
aggressively maneuvering in uncharted territory and aban-
doned spaces that had not been flown in a very long time.
This allowed the skies to open up to new opportunities.
The flight will be leveling off in 2017, albeit with pockets
of turbulence, such as concessions in new development and
fewer sales. Even more good news is that new businesses are
in -bound and will be landing in Arizona.

LIBBY EKRE, CPM, PRINCIPAL
MEB MANAGEMENT SERVICES, AMO, PHOENIX
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IREM NSIDER

Sector 03 2016 03 2015 % Change Q3 2016
Asking Rent Asking Rent Asking Rent Vacancy Rate

(YOY)

Apartment $1,042 $985 5.8% 4.2%
Office $23.32 $22.34 4.4% 21.9%

Retail $17.85 $17.42 2.5% 11.5%

Source. Reis Inc.

STRONG DEMAND FOR OFFICE

The incredibly strong demand from tenants we first started
to see about three years ago has continued, and the con-
sensus among the brokerage community is that this will
continue in 2017. Many of the fundamentals behind that
demand -central time zone, international airport, robust
infrastructure and deep labor pool -are not transient ad-
vantages. Other fundamental strengths of the Dallas market
that are attracting tenants include the educated workforce,
relative low home prices and low cost of living.

FLETCHER CORDELL, PRINCIPAL
TRANS WESTERN, AMO. DALLAS

Sector 03 2016 03 2015 % Change 03 2016
Asking Rent Asking Rent Asking Rent Vacancy Rate

(YOY)

Apartment $1,244 $1,182 5.2% 2.7%

Office $22.06 $21.79 1.2% 22.0%
Retail $21.93 $21.47 2.1% 9.7%

Source: Reis Inc.

HOUSING STARTS RISE

We have seen an increase in new housing starts in our area.
That is in part due to the rising home values in various
parts of our local markets, and not necessarily increasing
demand. Affordability continues to be the elusive grail that
will continue to temper our local market along with trans-
portation and access to jobs, which are not equally distrib-
uted geographically.
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YARDI RENTmaximizerTM
Maximize rents and occupancy with better benchmarking

data and dedicated revenue experts that manage pricing

for you - so you can focus on your business.

YARDI
To learn more, call 800.866.1144
or visit www.yardj.com/RENTmaximizer.
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DeHver great service, stream Une maintenance and

stay competitive with features to support your entire business.

C'
"AppFolio has completely streamlined our business, made us way more efficient,

and everybody in the company loves it."

Kimberly Servoss
Landmark Reji Est,ir' Mariug-merit, IREM Member
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